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Abstract

The KnowMore project aims at providing active support to humans working on
knowledge�intensive tasks� To this end the knowledge available in the modeled business
processes or their incarnations in speci�c work�ows shall be used to improve informa�
tion handling� We present a representation formalism for knowledge�intensive tasks
and the speci�cation of its object�oriented realization� An operational semantics is
sketched by specifying the basic functionality of the Knowledge Agent which works on
the knowledge intensive task representation�
The Knowledge Agent uses a meta�level description of all information sources available
in the Organizational Memory� We discuss the main dimensions that such a descrip�
tion scheme must be designed along� namely information content� structure� and con�
text� On top of relational database management systems� we basically realize deductive
object�oriented modeling with a comfortable annotation facility� The concrete knowl�
edge descriptions are obtained by con�guring the generic formalism with ontologies
which describe the required modeling dimensions�
To support the access to documents� data� and formal knowledge in an Organiza�
tional Memory an integrated domain ontology and thesaurus is proposed which can be
constructed semi�automatically by combining document�analysis and knowledge engi�
neering methods� Thereby the costs for up�front knowledge engineering and the need
to consult domain experts can be considerably reduced� We present an automatic
thesaurus generation tool and show how it can be applied to build and enhance an in�
tegrated ontology�thesaurus� A �rst evaluation shows that the proposed method does
indeed facilitate knowledge acquisition and maintenance of an organizational memory�
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Introduction

The systematic management of knowledge has been recognized as a necessity to enhance
a company�s survival and success in the global market place� In order to be e�ective�
organizational knowledge management has to improve the capitalization on existing
knowledge assets and facilitate the creation of new knowledge�

An Organizational Memory 
OM� captures� stores� disseminates� and eases
context�dependent utilization of valuable corporate knowledge and is thus a central
prerequisite for the information�technology part of knowledge management�

Contributions from Arti�cial Intelligence mostly focus on formal knowledge represen�
tations for capturing individual expertise� e�g�� in expert systems� However� empirical
research shows only few systems based on formal knowledge�bases operational in daily
industrial practice �Davenport et al� ���
�� mainly due to too di�cult knowledge acqui�
sition and maintenance� Our own industrial experiences �see �K�uhn and Abecker �����
Tschaitschian et al� ������ revealed that practical solutions should address the following
issues�

Identi�cation of core activities Spending costs for sophisticated computer sup�
port is often only accepted for some small part of the whole bunch of business processes
which lies at the heart of the business value creation� is especially hard and knowledge
intensive� and heavily in�uences all other parts of the business�

Further analysis shows that these core activities typically exhibit the characteristics
of so�called wicked problems which were extensively examined by Rittel and his co�
workers in the early ���ties �Rittel ���	� Rittel and Webber ����� and reconsidered in
depth by Conklin �Conklin and Weil ����� and others �Shum ����� in the discussion of
Organizational Memories�

Typical examples for such problems could be� design a new product� formulate a mission
statement for a group� determine the strategic direction for a company�s development�
divide a software design problem into subproblems which determine the module struc�
ture of the resulting program� The crux with wicked problems lies in the fact that
the usual activity when tackling them is not problem�solving but constructing social
commitments in a group of stakeholders� instead� As convincingly pointed out by Con�
klin �Conklin and Weil ������because of this di�erent structure of the problem�there
is no hope that tackling wicked problems can satisfactorily be supported by highly
structured methods designed for essentially �tame� problems�

As a consequence� the KnowMore approach leaves the problem�tackling initiative with
the user and tries to support it by providing the appropriate knowledge and information
available in the company�

Sparse formalization Also for the central knowledge�work processes� cost�
optimized solutions cannot rely on a heavy� deep formalization of domain and knowl�
edge sources� This is not only due to the rigid cost�bene�t analyses which must
be done in industrial applications and which often make formal knowledge acquisi�
tion and maintenance infeasible �Davenport et al� ���
�� it is also due to the fact
that the most valuable corporate knowledge is often tacit knowledge �Sveiby ���
�
Nonaka and Takeuchi ����� which is per de�nitionem hard or impossible to formalize
because of its many implicits etc� Of course� the more formal one wants to capture such
knowledge� the more di�cult the task becomes�

Consequently� an OM should build wherever possible upon existing formal notions �like
formalized business process models� or database schemata�� and prevalent knowledge�
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sources �like document archives� or technical documentation�� It should make extensive
use of natural�language based� graphical� or multimedia documents which provide nat�
ural means for transporting tacit knowledge� even if it is implicitly contained in these
documents but can be constructed by the user if the documents are presented in the
appropriate context accompanied with the appropriate meta information�

Integration into the work�ow environment There is no place for specialized�
stand�alone assistant systems� assuming or even prescribing a speci�c kind of how the
user does her work� but the support to be o�ered to the user must seamlessly tap into
the usual �ow of work established in the company�
This thesis is con�rmed by the fact that wicked problem parts can be deeply integrated
in more �tame� business processes �see �Bernardi ����� and �Decker et al� ����� Daniel
et al� ����� for an example from design support�� knowledge�intensive activities can
be embedded into business processes� these processes are triggered and fed by data and
documents� they are restricted� guided� and supported by formal corporate knowledge
which is layed down� e�g�� in business rules or standards� and they manipulate and
produce again documents�
This suggests a deep integration of work�ow management� document management�
and knowledge management� It also promotes the idea that existing business process
models as kind of formal models already used in a company �a� may provide a useful
framework for launching active support and �b� could be exploited for establishing a
representation of the work situation context that de�nes actual information needs and
guides and constraints the retrieval process for satisfying these information needs�
To summarize� we propose the following basic support approach�

�� The ultimate goal of supporting situated work is contextual assistance �Nutt ���
��
as argued above� it cannot be achieved to automate wicked�problem solving to a
large extent� Consequently� we aim at context�sensitive� active information
provision within the running working process�

	� Our experiences �K�uhn and Abecker ����� Tschaitschian et al� ����� indicate
that knowledge�intensive activities are nevertheless deeply embedded in more
tame work processes and interlinked in manifold ways with other process stages�
Hence� we propose to use conventional work�ow technology as a means
for de�ning the context of wicked�problem solving� This context can be
exploited for constraining the search for useful and necessary information�

In particular� we will focus on three research topics that are of utmost practical impor�
tance for the realization of an OM�

� Work�ow�oriented knowledge management in order to give active support
with relevant knowledge in the context of a given task�

� A common inference technique for integrated processing and retrieval of
formal� semi�structured� and non�formal knowledge�

� Integrated ontology and thesaurus for structuring and accessing formal and
non�formal knowledge in the Organizational Memory�

Towards the realization of this ambitious vision we have made considerable progress
that will be described in this report�
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Chapter �

Modeling Knowledge�Intensive
Tasks

��� Introduction

An Organizational Memory supports knowledge works by actively providing relevant
information in the context of a particular activity� The KnowMore research e�orts
focus on the support of so�called knowledge�intensive tasks  activities of su�cient
importance and complexity that require a lot of knowledge and experience from the
worker� The work�ow oriented knowledge management has been identi�ed as a speci�c
instance of this research topic� The knowledge represented in business process models
and their work�ow realization provides the context for informational support in these
knowledge�intensive tasks�

The integration of work�ow�related information into the knowledge handling mecha�
nisms provides answers to three guiding questions which play a crucial role in e�ec�
tive support� What is the overall goal of a particular activity� and which support is

needed� �this is represented in the process model�� What contextual information is

already known at this particular instance� �this is answered by the work�ow activity
instance�� and When is the support appropriate� �when the activity is started during
work�ow execution��

The pivot element towards the integration of work�ow technology and organizational
memory approaches is a suitable representation of the knowledge�intensive activities�
The representation must �t into the overall business process representation and contain
all necessary elements to facilitate the intended knowledge management operations�
In this paper the representation formalism for knowledge�intensive tasks is presented�
First� some key de�nitions of work�ow technology are given� Then the description frame
for knowledge�intensive tasks is introduced and its semantics is clari�ed by outlining
the basic functionality of the knowledge agent� An example completes the presentation�

��� Business Process Modeling and Work�ow Technology

The explicit modeling of business procedures in so�called Business Process Models

�BPM� has proved valuable in a variety of situations� The explicit representation
of business processes brings in the open many details about the usual way to achieve
the business goals� The models may serve as a basis to reconsider the way things are
done� Business Process Reengineering aims at streamlining business processes in order
to reach optimal performance� To this end the models are analyzed� changed� simu�
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lated and �nally implemented in the enterprise� In day�to�day work the models serve
as a guidance�control mechanism to survey the correctness and e�ciency of business
processes and support the short�time scheduling of the arising tasks in order to achieve
a good workload balance among the resources� The implementation of business process
models on some computer system in order to support the day�to�day work resulted in
the so�called Work�ow technology�
Both business process modeling and work�ow technology are subject to intensive re�
search and development� We base our research on the standards proposed and pub�
lished by the Work�ow Management Coalition �WfMC�� The WfMC is a non pro�t
organisation with the objectives of advancing the opportunities for the exploitation of
work�ow technology through the development of common terminology and standards
�The Work�ow Management Coalition ���
��

����� Work�ow terminology and reference model

In this section some basic concepts which will play a role in our context are given�
The de�nitions are taken from the Work�ow Management Coalition Terminology �
Glossary �The Work�ow Management Coalition ���
��

Business Process A set of one or more linked procedures or activities which collec�
tively realise a business objective or policy goal� normally within the context of
an organisational structure de�ning functional roles and relationships�

� A business process has de�ned conditions triggering its initiation and de�ned
outputs at its completion�

� A business process may consist of automated activities� capable of work�ow
management� and�or manual activities� which lie outside of the scope of
work�ow management

Thus the business process is what is done in an enterprise� regardless of possible support
by work�ow or other techniques� Its characteristics can be captured in a suitable
representation�

Process De�nition The representation of a business process in a form which sup�
ports automated manipulation� such as modelling� or enactment by a work�ow
management system� The process de�nition consists of a network of activities and
their relationships� criteria to indicate the start and termination of the process�
and information about the individual activities� such as participants� associated
IT applications and data� etc�

� The process de�nition results from work during the process de�nition mode
and may include both manual and work�ow �automated� activities�

� A synonym is Model De�nition� among others�

� Normally� work�ow participants are identi�ed in a process de�nition by ref�
erence to a role �cf� work�ow participant de�nition� below�

Activity A description of a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process�
An activity may be a manual activity� which does not support computer automa�
tion� or a work�ow �automated� activity� A work�ow activity requires human
and�or machine resources to support process execution� where human resource is
required an activity is allocated to a work�ow participant�






� An activity is typically the smallest unit of work which is scheduled by a
work�ow engine during process enactment� although one activity may result
in several work items being assigend to a work�ow participant�

Automated Activity An activity which is capable of computer automation using
a work�ow management system to manage the activity during execution of the
business process of which it forms a part�

During process execution� an automated activty is managed by the work�ow
management system� This may result in

� an invoked application being activated directly by the work�ow management
system

� one or more work items being assigned to a work�ow participant� with sup�
porting tools or applications being invoked and managed by the work�ow
management system

� one or more work items being assigned for a work�ow participant to process
independently of the work�ow management system� with the completion of
the work items being noti�ed to the work�ow management system by the
work�ow participant manually executed work items

Manual Activity An activity within a business process which is not capable of au�
tomation and hence lies outside the scope of a work�ow management system�
Such activities may be included within a process de�nition� for example to sup�
port modelling of the process� but do not form part of a resulting work�ow

The combination of the concepts de�ned above allows to capture the interesting aspects
of a business process� Note that the process model completely describes the control
�ow of the process� The sequence of the activities and the various triggers are part
of the process de�nition� The content of the activity� however� is described implicitly
�designation of some program or invoked application� some work item �this will be
detailed later� or simply the indication of a manual activity to be performed by human
users� and with very little detail�
The various concepts mentioned until now all descibe entities with a class�like be�
haviour� that is� a process de�nition describes the class of all processes of this type�
and so on� At runtime� these entities need to be instantiated into concrete instances
�of process and activity� respectively�� This is� where the various entities which do the
work get more detailed�

Process�Activity Instance The representation of a single enactment of a process�an
activity within a process instance� Including its associated data�

Work�ow Participant A resource which performs the work represented by a work�
�ow activity instance� This work is normally manifested as one or more work
items assigned to the work�ow participant via the worklist�

� The term Work�ow Participant is normally applied to a human resource but
it could conceptually include machine based resources such as an intelligent
agent�

� Where an activity requires no human resource and is handled automatically
by a computer application� the normal terminology for the machine based
resource is Invoked Application
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� A work�ow participant is �normally� identi�ed within the process de�ni�
tion by reference to a role� which can then be �lled by one or more of the
resources available to the work�ow system to operate in that role during
process enactment�

Work Item The representation of the work to be processed �by a work�ow partici�
pant� in the context of an activity within a process instance�

� An activity typically generates one or more work items which together con�
stitute the task to be undertaken by the user �a work�ow participant� within
this activity�

� The work items are normally presented to the user via a work list and a
worklist handler�

� The control and progession of work items rests with the worklist handler
and the user� The work�ow engine is merely noti�ed of the completion of
particular work items�

As we will see� these de�nitions provide the necessary hooks for our intended enhance�
ments�
Until now� the control �ow and the various participants in the business process have
been mentioned� But what about the data� which will be processed during any process
instance The Work�ow Management Coalition distinguishes three important cate�
gories�

Application Data Data that is application speci�c and not accessible by the work�ow
management system�

� This is data that is needed by the various participants and applications� but
which the work�ow management system generally will never see� However�
some of it might become work�ow relevant data� if it is used by the work�ow
management system to determine a state change�

� As a process de�nition describes control �ow� not data �ow� most of the
application data will not arise in its representation�

Work�ow Relevant Data Data that is used by a work�ow management system to
determine the state transitions of a work�ow instance� for example within pre�
and post�conditions or work�ow participant assignment�

� Work�ow relevant data may be manipulated by work�ow applications as
well as by the work�ow engine�

� Work�ow relevant data may be made available to a subsequent activity of
another process instance� Thus some kind of data �ow can be modeled�

� Work�ow relevant data may be of two types�

� Typed � the structure of the data is implied by its type� Typically a
work�ow management system will understand the structure of the data
and may be able to process it�

� Untyped � the work�ow management system will not understand the
data structure� It may� however� pass the data to work�ow applications�

Work�ow Control Data Data that is managed by the work�ow management system
and�or a work�ow engine� Such data is internal to the work�ow management
system and is not normally accessible to applications�
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� This data represents the dynamic state of the work�ow system and its pro�
cess instances� but is not relevant to the business process itself or to the
various applications�

This distinction is re�ected in work�ow implementation details as well as in our model�
ing concepts� The handling of application data is left to the work�ow participant or the
invoked applications� The work�ow control data provides information about the state
of a running process� where appropriate� The most interesting category is the work�ow
relevant data� as our modeling and enhancements will contribute to this category�

����� Generic work�ow product structure � a reference model

The overall interaction of the various entities mentioned in the previous sections results
in a reference model which depicts the generic work�ow product structure ��gure �����
At process de�nition time� the process de�nition is generated which refers to an Organ�
isation�Role Model �an instance of an Enterprise Ontology� do describe the work�ow
participants� It also refers to the invoked applications and the application data and
work�ow relevant data� where necessary�

During runtime� the work�ow management engine interprets and instantiates the pro�
cess de�nition� calls the invoked applications and interacts with the other work�ow
participants �users� via the worklist handler� It performs the necessary control and
scheduling using the available work�ow relevant data�

The work�ow participants� guided by the worklist handler� invoke their applications and
in�uence the various data according to their need and beyond the reach of the work�ow
management engine� The latter is noti�ed via the worklist handler if a particular work
item has been completed�

The internal work�ow control data maintained by the work�ow management engine is
an interesting object for administration and monitoring activities�

��� Representing a work�ow in KnowMore � a basic formal�
ism

To describe the business processes on an adequate level of detail� a basic BPM rep�
resentation formalism has been realised� This formalism takes into account several
objectives�

� In order to be compatible to a wide range of existing work�ow management
systems and applications� the principles of the repesentation formalism closely
follow the proposals of the Work�ow Management Coalition mentioned above�

� In KnowMore� the business process de�nitions are created using the ADONIS
business process modeling tool� The representation formalism has to be able to
capture the information provided by this tool�

� The necessary extensions of work�ow models required by the KnowMore approach
have to �t smoothly into the formalism�

These requirements result in the following principles� The business process is repre�
sented as a sequence of activities� Each activity implies the execution of a task and is
linked to its preceeding activities and its subsequent activities� Each activity is identi�ed
by a symbolic name� Splits of the control �ow from one activity to several subsequent
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Figure ���� Generic work�ow product structure adopted from the WfMC

activities may result in the execution of several activities in parallel� Several execution
tracks can be joined again in a single activity�

Each activity in the business process handles some data objects from the enterprise
environment� Each activity references its relevant data objects by means of variables�
Input variables indicate the objects which are needed as prerequisite for the particular
activity� output variables describe the result of the activity��

����� Context and Goals of an activity

A central topic in the KnowMore approach is the use of information about the context
and the goal of a particular activity in order to provide suitable support� The work�ow
representation needs to o�er this information� The context of an activity is represented

�Whether the data described by these variables is passed from one activity to the other �data��ow
approach� or is globally accessible from various activities �blackboard approach� is an implementation
detail of the work�ow management system� We will try both approaches� where appropriate�
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�� in the identi�cation of the particular process de�nition� which the activity is a
part of �global context�

	� and by the set of all input variables of the activity local context��

At process execution time� the activity instance thus knows its actual context from
the identi�cation of the process instance it belongs to and from the instantiation of its
input variables� Analogously� the goals of an activity are seen in

�� the identi�cation of the particular process de�nition �global goal�� as the objective
of the business process is well�de�ned

	� and in the set of all output variables of the activity �local goal�� as these denote
the contribution of the particular activity to the process��

At process execution time the activity instance contributes to the global goal by in�
stantiating its output variables� performing particular tasks to do so�

����� Technical details of our BPM representation

A formal description of the extended business process models comprises the elements
mentioned below� The notation follows the realization in the OCRA formalism 	�

variable
name�type�description � denotes data objects of the business process� name

is a symbol to identify the variable� type describes the possible �llers of this
variable �range information�� description is an optional comment� Typically�
type is a symbol refering to some ontology which models the environment of the
business process�

During process execution variables are instantiated by suitable values� The de�
fault value is null�

activity �name� description� task� successors�factivityg�
�reswhen�constraintObject� input�fvariableg� output�fvariableg�
models the various stages in the control �ow of the business process� name iden�
ti�es the activity� description is a comment� task denotes the work item to be
executed� A set of successors denotes the subsequent activities� The �reswhen

object refers to work�ow control information �e�g� all predecessors completed or
at least one predecessor completed� or work�ow relevant data �e�g� value greater

than some limit� in order to indicate when the activity will be started�

The task initiated by the activity can be represented in varying levels of detail�

task
name� denotes the work item initiated by the activity� For a manual activity this
is usually su�cient as representation�

simpletasktask
execute� input�fvariableg�output�fvariableg� indicates some pro�
gram �invoked application� to be executed together with its input and output
parameters� Both input and output variables must form subsets of the respective
variable sets of the activity�

�A data�ow�oriented realization approach might blurr the description of local goals� as possibly
many input variables are simply passed on unprocessed to subsequent activities� thus occuring as
meaningless output variables� In this case� only the output variables in�uenced by the task performed
by the activity will be considered�
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knowledgeIntensiveTasksimpletask enhances the description of a simpletask by
a support speci�cation in order to enable the automatic provision of relevant
information� The most simple realization is the name of some retrieval program
where some of the input variables are used as search keys for the retrieval� Further
possibilities are at the heart of this paper and will be detailed in the next sections�

��	 Knowledge�Intensive Tasks and their characteristics

KnowMore focuses on the support of activities in a business process which are not
reduceable to some well�known work�ow application but need knowledge in various and
complex ways to accomplish their goals� According to �Davenport et al� ���
�� activities
dealing with the acquisition� creation� packaging and application of knowledge are at
the heart of any knowledge work which in turn can be increasingly identi�ed inside the
core competencies of modern enterprises� In traditional work�ow management these
tasks lead to manual activities which are in principle beyond the scope of the work�ow
management system�

A knowledge�intensive task �KIT� is thus handled by a human work�ow participant�
This participant can be supported in his work by suitable information� In addition the
human participant might use some invoked application� hence the identi�cation of a
KIT as an extension of a simple task�

Based on industrial surveys� Davenport et al� ����
� identi�ed several promising ap�
proaches to support the knowledge�intensive tasks� among them the more detailed de�
scription of steps and contributions inside the task �changing the unit of knowledge� and
the sophisticated use of supporting information systems of adequate complexity �em�

ploying technological enablers�� The KnowMore project subscribes to these approaches�

From this point of view� a KIT is characterized by the existence of �one or many�
information needs which need to be satis�ed in order to achieve the goals of the task�
The detailed representation of the information needs realizes the �rst approach� To
ful�ll an information need� actions of varying complexity can be imagined� ranging
from data base queries using well�de�ned selections to extended keyword association
on the world�wide web� The integration of suitable knowledge sources corresponds to
the second approach�

����� Output of KIT processing

The processing of a knowledge�intensive task by the work�ow system shall produce
a two�fold result� The simple task leads to the execution of some application and to
some user interaction� The evaluation of the information needs produces an amount of
information which supports the task�

This information has to be presented to the user in an adequate way� depending on its
form �formal� semiformal� or nonformalized�� As far as the presentation only depends
on this� the respective postprocessing is independent of the task�process at hand and
may be left to the knowledge agent�

Should the need arise to con�gure the presentation from the particular variables of
speci�c tasks� this must be represented in the KIT� �An obvious example is� whenever
�post�processing� comprises the processing of formal data� In this case the respective
algorithms must be speci�ed in the KIT�

�It is interesting to note that classical expert systems are one possible realisation of this approach�
According to �Davenport et al� 	

��� however� the maintenance of these proved too hard for practical
success in many of the surveyed projects�
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����� Control structure in a KIT

A KIT forms a unit of sense� but further details might be given by specifying several
�partial� information needs� Each information need will result in some information
which supports a particular aspect of the complete KIT� The contributions of the
various information needs might overlap� The result of one information need might be
a subset or a superset of another�s result � everything is possible�
As far as these dependencies among the information needs are known at process de�ni�
tion time� they are to be represented in the KIT description� This is done by precondi�
tions in the various information needs� and by a set of processing rules� The knowledge
represented here in�uences the way the information needs will be interpreted and ful�
�lled during process execution� However� this information shall not be interpreted as
de�ning a complete and well�de�ned control structure for executing information needs
�if this is a correct interpretation� then the KIT can be replaced by a well�de�ned sub�
process comprising of several activities of a simpler structure� thus obliviating the need
for the complex KIT representation��
The proposed representation of knowledge�intensive tasks takes into account these char�
acteristics�
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��
 Representation of Knowledge�Intensive Tasks

As mentioned above� the KIT representation extends the simple task representation
by the support speci�cation� The various attributes of the simple task are inherited
by the KIT� Additionally the KIT representation may refer to the process context�
The support speci�cation inside the KIT representation employs a description frame
as follows�

Context information� inherited from simple task

name� a symbol identifying the KIT
execute� denotes the application which is supported by the KIT
input�fvariableg denotes the local context of the KIT
output�fvariableg denotes the local goal of the KIT

Process context� provided by the runtime environment

!callingActivity� !processIn�
stance

These symbols may be used in the following to refer to
the relevant work�ow control data� These symbols indi�
cate the actual instances of the activity which initiated
the KIT and of the process which contains the activity�
This information is provided at runtime by the work�ow
management system�

Support speci�cation�

containing a set of information needs which detail the KIT and connect between in�
terface variables and information retrieval queries

local�variables�fvariableg declaration of additional variables used in the KIT de�
scription

infoneeds�f
�name� a symbol
description� a comment
precondition�f constraint�

objectg
a set of constraints on any of the variables accessible
from inside the KIT� The information need is only eval�
uated if these preconditions are ful�lled�

agent�spec� a string� containing the speci�cation of the information
needed which can be given at process de�nition time�

parameters�fvariableg� a subset of the relevant input variables� local variables�
or the above�mentioned symbols denoting references to
the calling activity and the process instance� The values
of these interface elements are only known at process
execution time�

from�info�source�description� a set of symbols denoting info sources� This might be
omitted� if the knowledge agent which processes the KIT
is able to compute the relevant information sources�

contributes�to�fvariableg local variables or output variables which are �lled using
the result of this info need�

� g
processing�f if constraintobject
do action g

A set of forward rules working on the result of the in�
formation needs�

This representation frame merits further comments�

The process environment is made accessible by the de�ned symbols� During process
de�nition� this interconnection is su�ciently represented by the link process  activity 
KIT� To refer to the enclosing process� however� the KIT needs these explicit identi�ers�
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Details of the available work�ow control data which can be accessed via this interface
rely on the particular work�ow enactment system�

The support speci�cation realizes the concepts elaborated above� The KIT is detailed
by information needs� Their contributions� preconditions and processing rules describe
their interconnection� but it is not suitable to create a strict sequence of info needs�
The precondition allows to restrict the evaluation of information needs dependend
e�g� on the state of their parameters �only execute if some variables are allready non
null� or� if some parameter is already known� skip this need� or on the state of the
process �skip if time is critical��
The agent�spec description of the relevant information is interpreted as a remote pro�
cedure call to a speci�c knowledge agent� This agent is responsible to retrieve the
relevant information� The about string thus contains the name of a program� It might
also contain additional parameters which can already be speci�ed during process de��
nition� At runtime� the knowledge agent is invoked and provided with the parameters�
The from description of the info sources is a temporary construct� In principle� deter�
mining the info sources which are relevant for a particular information need is a central
objective of the knowledge agent� By computing info�source 	 f 
parameters�expected�

output�callingActivity�processInstance�� the knowledge agent �nds the knowledge source
according to the goal and context information�
As a �rst step� however� we identify suitable info sources at process de�nition time� e�g�
the well�known data bases of the enterprise� Thus from contains a list of relevant info
sources�
Further development will stride towards the automatic computation of relevant info
sources� The from parameter will be obsolete as soon as this is realized�
The contributes�to �eld indicates the goal of the particular info need� It shall help in
�nding values for the variables mentioned here� On the basis of this information� the
interconnection between the di�erent information needs can be deduced and evaluated
by the knowledge agent� see below�
The processing rules govern a certain amount of post�processing of the retrieved
information� As detailed in ������ the result of the evaluation of the information needs
is usually presented to the user� In certain cases� however� it is possible to specify
further operations �e�g� a formal knowledge item is used for direct computation by some
algorithm�� The result of some information need�seen in meta�information from the
knowledge agent�can also be used to trigger further operations� The constraintobject
may contain expressions about any variable accessible inside the KIT or about meta�
information which is provided by the knowledge agent� Examples of meta�information
are e�g� empty result or count of produced information objects� Action comprises the
calculation of values� the setting of variables� or the activation of information needs�
During process execution� KIT representation frames are passed to a knowledge agent
after the interface section has been instantiated� The basic functionality of the knowl�
edge agent  and thus the operational semantics of the KIT representation  is sketched
in the next section�

��� Basic functionality of the knowledge agent

The execution of a knowledge intensive task in accordance with the principles discussed
here presupposes some basic functionality of the knowledge agent and the worklist
handler�

The central instance to work on the KIT is the human work�ow participant� He is
responsible for solving the problem at hand as denoted by the simpletask instance
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�remember that a KIT is�a simpletask�� Thus the worklist handler simply presents
the work�ow participant with the KIT name and the input and output variables� The
human user solves the task at hand �which is identi�ed by the name� and �lls the
output variables�
In parallel� the KIT representation is passed to the knowledge agent� The knowledge
agent evaluates the information needs and instantiates the parameters� It then presents
the various information needs as support o�ers to the user� using the name and the
comment of the information needs �cf� Figure ��	��

knowledge-intensive task

instantiate interface

post-process for
suitable presentation

worklist handler
manual activity

interface
knowledge agent

listen to changes
in parameters

perform info retrieval
(call 'about')

Present variables
to the user

user fills
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return results

propose evaluation

support by
info

changes in
parameters

suggest
initiate

KIT repräsentation

Simple Task 
(input, output, program)

support specification 
(infoneeds, processing rules)

Figure ��	� KIT processing by worklist handler and knowledge agent

The user selects interesting o�ers� Then the knowledge agent determines the relevant
information sources� creates suitable queries from the information need and performs
the information retrieval� The result is presented as support to the user�
Any change in the various variables which the user has to �ll must result in a re�
evaluation of the information needs which depend on these variables� This again shall
be realized as a suggestion to the user� The previous results are marked as possibly
outdated� but the activation of a new information retrieval is left to the user�
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As soon as the user completes the task and the �lling of output variables� a message
is passed to the worklist handler �as already indicated in the generic model by the
work�ow management coalition�� Automatically the knowledge agent receives a close

signal for this particular KIT� closes the display windows under its responsibility and
exits�
In summary� the information needs modeled in the KIT representation are satis�ed by
the knowledge agent� under control of the human work�ow participant and in close
interaction with the worklist handler� The integration of the knowledge agent into
existing work�ow environments thus only needs the extension of the business process
de�nition by the KIT representation and the implementation of a suitable worklist
handler� leaving the remaining work�ow enactment services untouched�

��� An example of a modeled KIT

To illustrate the modeling of a knowledge�intensive task we refer to a section of a
business process in the purchasing department of an enterprise �see Figure �����

specify product
type

Specify product details & 
select supplier
(knowledge-intensive)

write order

role: anybody role: ?any expert? role: secretary

<output>
product-type
</output>

<input>
product-type
</input>
<output>
product-name
product-id-no
price
supplier-id
</output>

Figure ���� A section form a purchasing process

The process starts when an employee indicates the need for some product� e�g� some
hardware component� The details of this product are to be speci�ed by experts in
this �eld� As numerous questions of compatibility� availability� and bargain must be
considered� this is a di�cult and knowledge�intensive task� If the speci�cation has been
�xed and the supplier is known� the purchasing department secretary may write the
order� and the process goes on�
In order to provide adequate support we model the knowledge�intensive task in more
detail� We assume various information sources�

� Names of products� their technical data� and additional technical information
exists in some data base �Compare e�g� the PC�SHOPPING list available on
WWW��

� The product ID number and the price of the product is taken from catalogues of
the supplier�

� A list contains all suppliers in contact with the enterprise�

� Various people are specialists on someortheother details about particular prod�
ucts� Depending on the actual product to be purchased� they should be asked�
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� Previous experiences about products and suppliers are collected as written notes�

Thus the KIT is represented as follows�

KIT�

� name� Specify�product�kit�

relevant�input� �product�type��

expected�output��product�name�product�id�no�price�supplier�id��

infoneeds��

�name� available�products�

description��Products of the wanted type� from database��

precondition����

agent�spec� �databasey�agent select 	p�

parameters� �product�type��

from� �product�database�

contributes�to��product�name�


�

�name� ask�specialist�

description� �email to specialist for the wanted product�

precondition��product�name��null� �� ask only if no idea yet

agent�spec� �person�competence�agent��

parameters� �product�type��

from� �enterprise�competence�base�

contributes�to��product�name�supplier�id�


�

�name� relevant�suppliers�

precondition��product�name�null��

agent�spec� �database�agent select�	p�type�	p�name
��

parameters� �product�type�product�name�

from� �list�of�suppliers�

contributes�to��product�id�no� price� supplier�id�


�

�name� prev�experiences�

agent�spec� �full�text�retrieval keywords 	���

parameters� �product�type� supplier�id�

from� �notes�archive�

contributes�to��product�name� supplier�id�


�

processing��

if �price����
 propose prev�experiences

if �supplier�specialconditions
 price������price

�
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Chapter �

A Generic
Knowledge�Description
Formalism

An OM essentially acts as an active multimedia IR system which comprises existing
information sources as its content� Formal knowledge integrated wherever reasonable
partly automates problem�solving� but mainly helps �nding more informal knowledge
documents� Interoperability of representations is achieved by projection onto a common
information space�
In this speci�cation document� we will concentrate on information modeling issues� i�e��
on the question how this common information space can be designed and represented�
To this end� the following sections are organized as follows�

� In Section 	��� we will outline our overall approach with a comprehensive docu�
ment model base at its core� Knowledge�item descriptions �KIDs� describe a doc�
ument �in the broadest sense� which means any information source� with respect
to a number of relevant dimensions� KIDs are formulated using a con�gurable de�
scription formalism which is tailored with the help of a number of representational
ontologies describing the respective modeling dimensions�

� In Section 	�	� we examine requirements for the realization of our knowledge de�
scription formalism which are either of general nature or coming from the special
representation needs of the modeling dimensions under consideration�

� In Section 	��� we de�ne our basic knowledge description language�

� In Section 	��� we show how our basic representation formalism is used for de�ning
the ontologies needed in KnowMore and how speci�c document descriptions can
look like on the basis of the so�con�gured information modeling language�

� In Section 	��� we present our implementation approach�

� In Section 	�
� we discuss how our repesentation formalism relates to other for�
malisms used in the literature for similar purposes�
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��� Overview of Our Modeling Approach

����� Information Modeling in Information Retrieval

The availability of almost every kind of information in electronic form together with
the success of internet and intranets for comfortable document dissemination put com�
pletely new demands on Information Retrieval technology� Possibly the greatest poten�
tial for facing these challenges lies in the logic�based approach to Information Retrieval


IR��
Logic�Based Information Retrieval is based upon van Rijsbergen�s seminal idea to un�
derstand retrieval as the task of �nding all documents d for a given query q which are
likely to imply q� i�e�� d � q holds �van Rijsbergen ������ Retrieval is seen as logical in�
ference which can pro�t from di�erent sources of background knowledge� The inference
works on formal representations of both documents d and query q� Since a user�s real
information need is typically speci�ed only rather vague in a query� and� on the other
hand� the content of documents can only be modeled to a certain extent� it is clear
that there is a lot of vagueness and uncertainty intrinsic to the inference process� This
is re�ected by probabilistic inferences which aim at computing the probability P
d �
q� that d implies q�

Dimensions of Document Models Usually� document modeling in logic�based IR
is concerned with three dimensions of document description �Meghini et al� ������

�� the logical structure� e�g�� of a proceedings volume with sections as parts� articles
as the sections� parts� and title� abstract� and text body as the articles� parts�

	� the layout structure� e�g�� of a business letter with a rectangular bold�faced region
in the upper left corner of the sheet� and

�� the conceptual structure� e�g�� of a technical memo which describes the content of
a document making� for instance� statements about a product�s quality�

In addition to these document�intrinsic features� most IR systems use also some factual
knowledge about the document� e�g�� the author�s name� the publisher etc� We will refer
to these document�extrinsic features as document meta�content or document contextual
structure�

The most interesting advantage of such a comprehensive modeling of documents �and
any other information source� is the possibility to attach additional background knowl�
edge to each of the modeled dimensions and let these knowledge bases interact� The
most important example herefore is to have a sophisticated model of the domain the
documents talk about and to index documents with pointers into this domain model�
This conceptual indexing approach for sophisticated content representation allows� e�g��
formulation of domain�speci�c search heuristics �Baudin et al� ���	� or a more precise
query formulation �van Bakel et al� ���
�� It is not only a way for indexing non�text
documents �e�g� video tapes or images� �Gordon and Domeshek ������ but also a nat�
ural means for integrating information from di�erent sources with di�erent vocabulary
�Kindermann and Hoppe et al� ���
��

Document Modeling Languages Having identi�ed the dimensions useful for de�
scribing information sources� it has to be clari�ed what language is needed� From
the examples �especially the detailed domain modeling� above it is already clear that
at least the basic abstraction mechanisms are needed which constitute a structurally
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object�oriented formalism� classi�cation of objects into classes� generalization of classes
to superclasses� aggregation to express �part�of� relationships� and attribute�value as�
sertions to specify certain class instances� We need also inferential capabilities for
the formulation of search heuristics or to follow links in hypermedia documents� In
order to provide the needed expressiveness plus a means for coping with the men�
tioned uncertainty of the inference� typical approaches are based on probabilistic exten�
sions of� e�g�� terminological logics� or deductive databases �Meghini and Straccia ���
�
R�olleke and Fuhr ���
�� In the following section� we will show how these mechanisms
can be employed for supporting corporate knowledge management�

����� Information Modeling for Corporate Memories

Figure 	�� �taken from �Abecker et al� ������ sketches our approach to grading up from
information retrieval to knowledge management� We start with heterogeneous� multi�
and hypermedia information sources which shall work together to provide comprehen�
sive problem�solving support� To this end� all sources are described according to a
homogeneous� comprehensive description schema �knowledge item descriptions� KIDs��
Recent investigations on OM organization principles �van Heijst et al� ���
b� reveal
the following factors to be essential for determining the knowledge which is useful to
support an activity� the task to be performed� the role the actor plays for this task�
and the domain the task is done within� �Hofer�Alfeis and Klabunde ���
� concretize
these factors in enterprise terminology as business process activity� organisational role�
and product to be processed� This view gives us a �rst specialization of the general IR
scenario for the enterprise knowledge management problem�

�� conceptual structure� the topics a knowledge item is dealing with are expressed
in terms of the enterprises� product models� Of course� a useful product domain
ontology will also de�ne associated concepts like suppliers� buyers etc�� and

	� contextual structure� meta�content like the document�creation context or possible
application areas are stated in terms of the enterprise ontology� the main part of
which are business process models and organisational models�

Using these formal structures for indexing knowledge items has the advantage that al�
ready existing formalizations can be reused� Compared to conventional IR approaches�
we consider the context dimension very important� �Celentano et al� ����� show how
rich knowledge about business processes� started process instances� and dependencies
between documents in di�erent business process activities can be employed for power�
ful search and retrieval of o�ce letters� We adopt this view� but extend it from o�ce
letters to all information sources used in a business process�
While the conceptual and contextual structure mainly helps �nding the appropriate
sources �what can be found��� the representational ontology helps to extract and access
knowledge from an information source and to �nd the appropriate piece of knowledge
within a document �how is it found��� Though standard in o�ce�letter processing� this
idea must also be lifted to arbitrary information sources �e�g�� a database has no layout
and typically a logical structure identical with the conceptual one��
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��� Designing Knowledge�Description Formalisms

����� Requirements

The respective information modeling dimensions introduced above now put their spe�
ci�c demands on the representational constructs of our formalism�

Layout Structure

In an OM� we assume that the overwhelming part of documents to be managed is
available as electronic documents where layout issues are of little interest� Moreover�
automatically generated queries to the OM will likely not refer so extensively to layout
properties as manually generated queries could do which are heavily depending on the
way a human user remembers documents� Layout issues are� of course� treated in detail
in the DFKI document analysis projects �Dengel and Hinkelmann ���
� Baumann et

al� ������ Consequently� in KnowMore� we focus more on the conceptual and less
on the representational level� Nevertheless� the expressiveness provided to adequately
represent the other document dimensions should also su�ce to capture considerable
parts of the layout structure�

Logical Structure

Modeling logical structure of documents is a common technique in document analysis
�Baumann et al� ����� Bl�asius et al� ����� Meghini et al� ������ There� knowledge
about types of possible documents and their generic logical building blocks spans and
constrains the search space for interpreting scanned documents�

Ongoing research in our department �Junker ����� Junker and Abecker ���
� also in�
vestigates how document structure can be exploited for improving learning text cate�

gorization and learning of information extraction patterns from text�

Structured�document retrieval as a recent branch of knowledge�based information re�
trieval �R�olleke and Fuhr ���
� Fuhr ����� deals with document structure for a number
of reasons� First� it allows passage retrieval� i�e� delivering exactly the part of a docu�
ment which really contains the desired information� instead of a large document coping
with a multitude of additional� irrelevant topics� Such a more �ne�grained descrip�
tion of documents is also the basis for combining relevance factors of document parts
in order to �nd the most appropriate aggregation level �a paragraph� a section� or a
book� to present to the user� Second� the growing interest in network and hypermedia
retrieval makes it necessary� e�g�� to follow links in hypermedia documents and to ap�
propriately propagate information about interestingness of document parts along such
links� Such a mechanism is of special interest when dealing with multimedia documents
which consist of aggregates of multimedia document elements� Third� users may want
to exploit document structure when querying for documents they know and remember
partly �e�g�� The textbook with the phrase Projekt PROKON� in its subtitle�� Fourth�
in the presence of multiple information sources with varying media types� modeling
the logical structure of information sources helps to map from conceptual structures to
access paths� �Fuhr ����� argues that di�erentiating between conceptual structure and
logical structure can make information retrieval more e�ective� �Christophides et al�
����� present retrieval models which take into account the structure of documents and
provide the possibility to query for paths which lead to the relevant part of a document�

Since all these purposes�understanding� categorization� and high�precision retrieval
of multimedia documents�are of utmost importance also in the enterprise�knowledge
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management setting� we have to provide the usual mechanisms for describing informa�
tion source structure� In detail� we should be able to cope with�

� Document types A corporate memory contains manifold types of document
sources �books� memos� databases etc�� which can be arranged in an is�a hierarchy
�such as� an o�er is an o�ce letter� an invoice is an o�ce letter etc���

� Document parts Complex documents are composed of simpler parts� For
instance� a scienti�c article consists of title� authors� abstract� some sections� and
references�

� Order of parts Imagine a document archive where complex documents are
split into their basic building blocks �e�g�� paragraphs�� these elementary build�
ing blocks are directly stored in the archive� and complex documents are only
represented by the links to their parts� If retrieval now evaluates a more aggre�
gated document part the most suitable for answering the query �e�g�� a section
consisting of several paragraphs�� the original order of document parts must be
recovered� of course�

Thinking some steps ahead� we can imagine an OM�s document base as the knowl�
edge server for intranet knowledge services like personally tailorized tutorials on
demand� If we want to engineer such a multimedia instructional sequence within
an electronic tutorial system from building blocks like examples� �gures� intro�
ductory texts etc�� the order of the presentation is certainly highly relevant�

� Links in hypermedia documents As a further generalization of the previous�
tree�like document model which applies to sequential� paper�based documents� hy�
permedia information sources introduce arbitrary links between document parts�
These can be exploited for query formulation �e�g�� Show me all web pages deal�

ing with project descriptions which can be reached starting at the DFKI homepage

and following at most four navigation steps ��� Links are computationally dan�
gerous because they may introduce cyclic relationships� Furthermore� it is not
a priori clear how relevance of documents for a given topic is inherited by other
documents which can be reached via a hyperlink�

Conceptual Structure

The most interesting point of each document modeling approach is certainly how to
model document content �called the document�s conceptual structure by �Meghini et al�
������� The possibilities range from pure keyword�based representations up to complete
formalizations of the semantic content in some expressive knowledge representation
formalism� We will brie�y review the range of possibilities discussed in the literature
ordered according to increasing complexity�

� Keyword�based content description The standard approach in conventional
Information Retrieval �Salton and McGill ����� Knorz ���
� represents a docu�
ment as a vector of words characterising what the document talks about� Key�
words can be weighted in order to re�ect the importance of terms� Weights are
usually produced by automated indexing techniques� The keyword vocabulary
can be free or controlled� i�e�� prede�ned in a classi�cation system or an indexing
thesaurus� Index terms are not necessarily explicitly contained in the document�
Index terms may be organized� e�g�� ordered by explicit dependency structures� for
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example� information about the need for technology and the need for information
technologies could be represented as

�information �� need �� technology


or

�need �� technology �� information


respectively� They can also be subdivided in main headings and additional

qualifiers� Structured indexing allows to establish given relations �role indi�
cators� between main headings and additional quali�ers which determine how to
interpret relationships between them which can not be disambigued by depen�
dency structures �regard� solution in water versus solution with water��

� Concept�based content description With the advent of multimedia IR sys�
tems concept�based indexing started� Here� indexing cannot rely on terms occur�
ing in a document� instead� there must be a model of the domain of discourse
such that document content can be characterised with respect to this model�
Since it is nearby to use well�known domain modeling techniques and languages
from knowledge�based systems to build up such a concept base� there have been
considerable e�orts especially in building domain models with the help of de�
scription logics� This opens possibilities for formal inferences within the domain
model which support retrieval� The most typical example is to exploit the sub�
sumption hierarchy to reformulate the given query if retrieval is too speci�c� or
not speci�c enough� respectively� One step further is done in the DEDAL system
�Baudin et al� ����� where it is allowed to explicitly formulate domain�speci�c
search heuristics as second�order statements over the given domain model�

� Precoordinated domain concepts While the simple concept�based approach
is essentially quite similar to keyword vector indexing�with the di�erence that
index terms are taken from an explicit domain models which can be used for
formal inferences�the Condorcet project at Twente University �van Bakel et al�
���
� investigates more detailed content modeling by precoordinating index con�
cepts �e�g�� cures�Aspirin� Headache
�� This mimics ideas from the above
mentioned structured organization of keyword indices and allows powerful queries
like� e�g��

Show me all documents telling what Aspirin is good for�

� � �� cures�Aspirin�X


or

Show me all documents concerning some remedy for heart diseases�

� � �� cures�X�heart disease


Recently� Schmiedel et al� �Schmiedel and Volle ���
� proposed to imitate the
compositionality of topic indexes of books by a similar approach in description
logics introducing precoordination operators as primitive concepts and roles for
semantic cases of their arguments� This allows also nested �composite� descrip�
tions� e�g��
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� Comparison

of � Application

of Description Logics

to Configuration �

and � Application

of Description Logics

to the WWW � �

� Aiming at a complete formalization of document content There are
also approaches which try to formalize document content to a larger extent� For
instance� Zarri et al� propose to translate natural�language documents into formal
meta�documents which represent the semantic content in some formalized lingua
franca �Zarri and Azzam ����� which provides an ontology with basic templates
for narrative events that are instantiated by objects describing real�world ojects
or events that are in turn instances of some domain ontology�

Discussion� If we want to allow for intelligent retrieval mechanisms� we need at
least some concept�based indexing with topic descriptors taken from some domain �or
topic� ontology� Of course� the more detailed the content description is� the more
sophisticated queries and precise answers are possible� However� query generation as
well as query evaluation become more complex� Furthermore� correct and consistent
indexing gets more complicated� especially for automated approaches� Nevertheless�
especially in a company environment� there is need for sophisticated retrieval machinery
tackling the problem of information overload� thus� we might �nd better conditions for
sophisticated indexing than it is the case in �less controlled� scenarios� as� e�g�� in a
research community that shall consistently index scienti�c papers� One advantageous
factor could be that some domains of interest could be formally captured to a large
extent if it is important for the company�s business �consider� e�g�� the chemical industry
which has massive knowledge management requirements�� Some of this work can also
be done for a whole branch of industry by the development of sharable ontologies as it is
demonstrated� e�g�� in the Plinius project �van der Vet et al� ������ Another important
factor is that for all documents which are created within the company �and this holds
especially true for such important documents as best practice reports� appropriate tools
and editors can promote consistent� sophisticated indexing�

The problem of topics� �Schmiedel and Volle ���
� pointed out that most Intelligent
Information Integration �I�� projects �like� e�g�� the Information Manifold �Kirk ���
��
which also rely on a formal model of information sources and their semantic content
expressed in terms of a domain model do not explicitly address the problem of topics�
Though Schmiedel � Volle do not explain their critique in detail� we also noticed that
most I� projects frequently claim that their approaches would be applicable in the
same way to formal information sources �such as databases�� semistructured ones� and
unstructured ones �like web pages�� However� they usually discuss only the case of
structured information� i�e� databases� This presupposes that the semantic content of a
natural�language document could simply be represented by a one�to�one match against
a formal domain model what is obviously not the case�
Rather� we have to expect a quite rough topic description which might be accom�
panied by some special notions like the above mentioned precoordination opera�
tors� Although it seems straightforward to employ the same representation for�
malisms for modeling the sources and the domain �the topics�� Welty �Welty ���
�
Welty ����� discussed in much detail the ontological nature of subject taxonomies and

	




concluded that the topic model should be separated from the rest of the informa�
tion model and handled in a special way� As an example for representation problems
within the standard object�oriented or description logic formalisms take the range of the
�about� attribute of a document� If we represent topics as classes�concepts� they are in
the ususal representation schemes not allowed as attribute �llers� On the other hand�
if topics are instances�individuals� natural subtopic relationships cannot be expressed
by the standard means of subclass�superclass relations� Moreover� if we work around
the problem with a complex modeling approach� we cannot easily pro�t from the tuned
inferences in such object�oriented systems which are usually concentrated on subclass
relations� sometimes also supporting part�of relationships� Further� as sketched above�
the topic hierarchies in classi�cation systems of legacy information systems �libraries�
digital libraries� use to be pragmatically designed for convenience of human access and
not with a semantically clearly motivated rationale underlying� It is unclear how well
logic�oriented knowledge modeling approaches �t here� �van der Vet and Mars ���
�

also noticed the not yet completely clear semantics of precoordinated index terms� If
cures�Aspirin�Headache
 is the index of a document� this is certainly not an assertion
because the statement is only the topic of the document�

Contextual Structure

As argued above� under contextual structure we subsume all document meta informa�
tion which is not directly contained in the document�

�� Standard attributes �like author or creation date� do not impose new require�
ments on the representation formalism �we need only some factual assertional
formalism��

	� For documents generated within the company� their creation context in terms
of modeled business processes requires attribute values which can be references
to entities de�ned in other parts of the knowledge base �namely the enterprise
ontologies��

�� Steier et al� �Steier et al� ����� pointed out that besides the factors characterizing
the content of searched information in a business application� knowledge delivery
services have also to regard a number of serach constraints� These concern doc�
ument source and document meta information� �Steier et al� ����� propose three
categories of not content�related document meta�information� namely form meta�
information� quality meta�information� and resource meta�information� These
denote� e�g�� information about medium� indexing and ease of access� expected
answer time for a given query� or expected costs required to produce the answer�
We see virtually all this information as properties of document sources rather
than properties of single document instances� One important observation is that
complex statements about search constraints to be regarded can be formulated
as expressions over the notion of context as de�ned in KnowMore via the concept
of extended work�ow notions�

����� Design

To sum up� the speci�c requirements coming from the several document modeling
dimensions concern some basic object�oriented modeling facilities plus a comfortable
means for de�ning and annotating attributes �e�g�� if we model structure� we have to
provide some part�of relationship and must be able to specify how relevance statements
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are inherited via part�of links� if we would like to model layout� we must be able to
import some notion of spatial relationships and must be able to specify how these can be
exploited in our inference�� Furthermore� there are some general requirements coming
from our goal of producing solutions which are oriented towards real�world industrial
environments� These concern particularly that it should be possible to easily embed
our software in a conventional IR infrastructure� that our solutions should be scalable
if the OM grows� and that our notions should be intuitive and easy to understand� as
far as possible�
These aims led to our general design approach� the knowledge description formal�
ism is designed as modular and extensible as possible� On the conceptual level� this
is achieved by an ontology�based� modular architecture� As sketched in Figure 	���
knowledge�item descriptions comprise descriptions of content in terms of a domain on�
tology and � or topic hierarchy� descriptions of document representation in terms of
an information ontology� and descriptions of context in terms of an enterprise ontology
� business process model� All these dimensions could be realized by links into exter�
nal tools� but are currently also represented in our KnowMore representation language�
Each sub�ontology could be extended by linking additional ontology modules providing
appropriate notions for additional properties to be modeled� From an ontological view�
knowledge�item descriptions are instances of concepts of an Information Ontology in
the broader sense� an application ontology in the sense of van Heijst et al� �van Heijst
et al� ���
a�� The several parts�information ontology �in the narrower sense�� domain
ontology� and enterprise ontology�can be seen as domain ontologies in the sense of van
Heijst et al�� which in turn might be implemented incorporating generic ontologies as�
e�g�� Allen�s spatial relations for talking about document layout �Allen ������ On the
implementation level� we de�ned a rigorous object�oriented formalism which is by na�
ture easily con�gurable and extensible� This basic representation formalism �essentially
implementing a representational ontology in the sense of Gruber�s Frame Ontology� is
presented in Section 	�� and provides the basis for de�ning all other parts� For reasons
of e�ciency and integratability� the formalism is as close as possible to approaches in
the deductive database community� In order to be also highly �exible with respect
to inferences exploiting special relationships between knowledge items� we provided
a powerful annotation mechanism� The complete knowledge�description formalism is
then derived from the repesentational means by con�guring it with the appropriate
ontologies� Some simpli�ed examples how this can be achieved are presented in Section
	���
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��� Language Specication

The KnowMore representation language is an object�oriented and relational represen�
tation language� The integration of these two paradigms was accomplished mainly by
unifying the following concepts found in these and other programming paradigms�

� classes as found in object�oriented programming languages�

� relations as found in logic programming languages and in databases�

� types as found in functional and conventional imperative programming languages�

As a result� the KnowMore representation language inherits the concepts classes� inher�
itance� objects� and methods from OOP and set orientation from relational databases�
In the following� the basic concepts of the KnowMore representation language are dis�
cussed�

����� Class Declarations

The KnowMore representation language is a strictly typed formalism where types may
be either class names or complex type speci�cations� All types and thus all classes
must �rst be declared� For a simple top�level class� the declaration looks like this�

class �attribute� � type�� � � � � attributen � typen�
Here� typei may be either a class name or a complex type speci�cation which will be
introduced in the next section�

Example�

human�

name � string� �� string and number are

age � number� �� built�in classes

father � human�

mother � human




If a class class� extends a class class�� the following format is used�
class� � class� �attribute� � type�� � � � � attributen � typen�

Here� attributei� � � i � n� are additional attributes for class� �which must not already
occur in class�� while inheriting all attributes from class��

Example�

man � human�


woman � human�

maidenName � string




����� Complex Type Speci�cations

Although�from a theoretical point of view�it is su�cient to use only built�in and user�
de�ned classes as types�� meaning that the corresponding attribute may take a single
object as value� additional type speci�cations are introduced� sets and annotations�

�A class representing a set of humans could be dened as follows� setOfHumans�first � human�

rest � setOfHumans�� Since not all attributes must have a value for a certain object� lists are termi�
nated by an object of class setOfHumans with attribute rest left unset�
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Sets
Set�valued type speci�cations have the form fclassg meaning that the corresponding
attribute takes a set of objects as value�

An alternative representation of the parent�children relationship in class human is to
use the attribute children instead of father and mother�

human�

name � string�

age � number�

children � �human�




Note that a set of objects is equivalent to a relation or a class� it may either be constant
�i�e� simply stored in a database� or computed by a method �see section 	������

Annotations
In the KnowMore representation language� attributes are used to model semantic nets�
In order to allow edges in these nets to be labeled with objects� a new complex type
constructor was introduced� namely annotations� Annotated attributes are declared as
follows�

attribute � class� � class�
or �for set�valued attributes�
attribute � fclass�g � class�

In both cases� class� is the annotation class� Objects of this class can be used to
annotate values of the corresponding attribute� thus labeling the edge between an
object of class� and an object of class��

In the following example� edges between humans and competences can be labeled with
objects of class strength�

        human
name     competences

competence
name      ...

strength
value

John

good
English

French

Japanese

bad

excellent
Mary

classes

objects

human�

name � string�

����

competences � �competence� � strength




competence�name � string� ���


ann�
 �� the top class of all annotations

strength � ann�value � string
 �� e�g� �good�� �medium�� �bad�

��



In addition to user�de�ned annotation classes� the KnowMore representation language
de�nes some builtin annotation classes which are interpreted by the inference mecha�
nism� These builtin annotation classes fall into several categories� e�g� connections �like
part�of�� uncertainty and probabilistic annotations�

����� Objects

Objects �instances� have a textual represention which allows them to be loaded from
and stored to simple text �les �similar to a set of facts in PROLOG�� An object is
notated as follows�

class�attribute� " value��� � � �
If an object is used as value in other objects� it either is embedded or referenced by a
name �thus allowing one object to be referenced in more than one place�� Objects are
given a name �which can be viewed as a user�provided object identi�er� like this�

name � class�attribute� " value��� � � �
Example�

woman�

name � �Mary Smith��

age � ���

competences � �competence�name � �japanese language�
 �

strength�value � �excellent�
�




man�

name � �John Doe��

age � ���

competences � �english � good� french � bad�




english � competence�name � �english language�� ���


french � competence�name � �french language�� ���


good � strength�value � �good�


bad � strength�value � �bad�


Note that in the KnowMore representation language predicate symbols and function
symbols are not distuingished�they are both class names�

����� Methods

As was mentioned in section 	���	� set�valued attributes may not only be constant but
also be computed by methods�
Since a set of objects is equivalent to a �database or PROLOG� relation �which is a
set of tuples�� methods may either be de�ned by expressions of an extended relational
algebra �called OCRA�object�centered relational algebra� or by PROLOG�like rules��

Parameterless Methods

Example using an OCRA expression to calculate the set of children�

human�

name � string�

�As in CycL ��Lenat et al� 	
����� we unify single values and singleton sets thus allowing methods
for single�valued attributes�

��



age � number�

father � human�

mother � human�

children � �human� �

union�

sel�father �� this��human
�

sel�mother �� this��human








Here� union and sel denote set union and selection as used in relational algebras�
The relational operators were extended to work on sets of objects instead of ordinary
database relations� This mainly means that an expression like sel������class
 ranges
over all objects in class and all its subclasses�

Example using PROLOG�like rules�

human�

name � string�

age � number�

father � human�

mother � human�

children � �human� � �

Child�human�
 �� Child�human�father � this
�

Child�human�
 �� Child�human�mother � this
�

�




Here� expressions of type variable�literal are used to identify objects �c�f� the syn�
tax of named objects in section 	������ This is necessary because of the copy�
semantics of PROLOG which is not appropriate for an object�oriented language� A
rule like human�name � N
 �� human�name � N� father � this
� creates new ob�
jects of class human where only the attribute name has any values� whereas a rule
like Child�human�
 �� Child�human�mother � this
� creates a subset of human

which is identical to the second selection in the previous example� i�e� sel�mother
�� this��human
�

Methods With Parameters

Methods may also have arguments and are then notated as parameterized attributes�
class�
method
A�type��B�type�� � fclass�g 	 ��� A ��� B ����

Example�

human�

name � string�

age � number�

father � human�

mother � human�

childrenOlderThan�Age�number
 � �human� � �

Child�human�
 �� Child�human�father � this� age � A
� A � Age�

Child�human�
 �� Child�human�mother � this� age � A
� A � Age�

�




�	



��	 Conguring the Generic Description Formalism

In this section� a possible usage of the KnowMore representation language in the Know�
More scenario is demonstrated� The following ontologies are considered�

� information ontology

� enterprise ontology

� domain ontology

Figure 	�	 shows the relationships between these ontologies�

information

personal
Competence

group
Competence

document

book article

title section

company

department

employee

information ontology

enterprise ontology

content

concept

keyword spo relation

domain ontology

isa
uses

part of

instance of

object link

Figure 	�	� The KnowMore Ontologies

Information Ontology In the information ontology� any piece of information has a
location �given as a URL� and a content� which is given as a set of content descriptions�
Information sources may be documents� data� and rules� as well as references to personal
and group competences�

Any association of some piece of information with a content description may be an�
notated with a strength object� which for documents may be some uncertainty value
and for personal competences a capability speci�cation�
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information� �� information source

name � string�

url � string�

content � �content� � strength

�

strength � ann��

uncertainty � strength�value � string�

capability � strength�value � string�

personalCompetence � information�

employee � employee

�

document � information��

faq � document�

title � string

�

article � document�

title � string�

authors � �person��

abstract � abstract�

sections � �section��

references � �reference�

�

abstract � document��

section � document�

title � string

�

memo � document�

context � contextSpec

�

Enterprise Ontology In the enterprise ontology� the organizational structure of a
company is modeled� consisting of departments� employees� and their respective roles�
In KnowMore� the enterprise ontology is used mainly for two reasons� the employees
are actors in business processes� and they have competences and are therefore modeled
as information sources in the information ontology�

company�

name � string�

address � string�

�� ���

departments � �department�

�

department�

name � string�

employees � �employee� � role

�

role � ann�name � string�

employee�

person � person�

phone � string�

eMail � string

�

�� general person database

person�

lastName � string�

firstName � string�

dateOfBirth � string

�

Content Descriptions Content descriptions as used in the information ontology
may either be unstructured� like keywords or concepts of the domain ontology� or they
may be complex� structured terms� like a sentence of the form subject predicate object�

��



content�� �� abstract super class

keyword � content�

word � string

�

concept � content�

name � string�

ld � �ld��

links � �concept� � conceptLink

�

conceptLink � ann�����

isco � conceptLink�� �� is subconcept of

ld� �� ld 	 linguistic description

lang � string� �� German� English� ���

name � string�

abbr � string

�� linguistic attributes ���

�

�� complex content descriptions

spo � concept�

subject � concept�

predicate � concept�

object � concept

�

relation � concept�

relationship � concept�

objects � �concept�

�

Domain Ontology Since the domain ontology is a complex semantic net� all prim�
itive concepts are instances of class concept where the interrelationships are modeled
with the links attribute and some annotation objects like sub �" subconcept of��

science � concept�

name 	 
science
�

ld 	 �ld�lang	
English
� name 	 
science
��

ld�lang	
German
� name 	 
Wissenschaft
�

�

�

cs � concept�

name 	 
computer science
�

ld 	 �ld�lang	
English
� name 	 
computer science
��

ld�lang	
German
� name 	 
Informatik
�

��

links 	 �science � sub�

�

sub � isco�� �� standard subconcept link

hw � concept�name 	 
hardware
� ld 	 ���� links 	 �cs�sub��

gc � concept�name 	 
graphics card
� ld 	 ���� links 	 �hw�sub��

�� complex concept�

�� 
the millennium graphics card is compatible with pc��


mcp � relation�

relationship 	 compatibility�

objects 	 �millennium�pc���

�

��



compatibility � concept�

name 	 
compatibility�

ld 	 ���

links 	 ���

�

millennium � concept�

name 	 
millennium graphics card
�

ld 	 ���

links 	 �gc � sub�

�

�� a concrete pc�

pc�� � concept�

name 	 ���

���

�

�




��
 Implementation

The KnowMore representation language prototype was implemented in JAVA �JAVA
����� whichs allows it to be used on all JAVA�enabled platforms like UNIX� Macintosh�
and Windows without any porting e�orts�
The core part of the implementation maps the basic language constructs to conventional
relational databases which are coupled with JAVA via JDBC �JDBC ������
In particular� classes are mapped to relations and objects to tuples� while embedded
objects are represented by their object identi�ers �a concept similar to primary keys in
relational databases��
Set�valued attributes can be mapped in various ways� in our �rst prototype� we use blobs
�binary large objects� or memo �elds �depending on the expressiveness of the underlying
database system� which allow values of arbitray size� An alternative mapping would
introduce an additional binary relation for every set�valued attribute�

Example�

�� classes

human�name � string� age � number� children � �human�


man � human�


woman � human�maidenName � string


�� objects

jd � man�name � �John Doe�� age � ��� children � �md�pd�


md � woman�name � �Mary Doe�


pd � man�name � �Peter Doe�


These classes and objects are mapped to the following relations�

human oid name age children

man oid name age children

jd John Doe �	 md�pd
pd Peter Dow

woman oid name age children maidenName

md Mary Doe

In our current implementation� all database relations are loaded into main memory
�from text �les or from a relational database� which is quite e�cient for small databases
�up to about � MB�� For larger databases� only small relations will be processed in this
way�large relations like those in many legacy databases will be left in the external
database�
Inferences� i�e� the execution of methods� are processed in several steps� PROLOG�like
queries are transformed into OCRA queries� which are than mapped into internal rela�
tional queries for relations in main memory or into SQL queries for external relations�

��� Relevant Work from Others

Logic�Based Information Retrieval

In the IR literature� two modeling approaches are predominant at the moment� one is
based on description logics� the other recurring to the logical datamodel �Datalog��
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The use of description logics for IR is attractive because object�centered knowledge
representation is a natural way for describing many interesting issues in information
modeling� moreover� it is quite plausible to understand retrieval as a classi�cation
process which tries to classify the formalized information need with respect to the sub�
sumption hierarchy describing document topics and document structure� Other reasons
are the sound formal semantics of the reasoning process� the ability to cope with in�
complete knowledge� and the possibility to automatically check domain and document
models with respect to the subsumption hierarchy� Some authors also mention the
uniform formalism for document descriptions� queries� and answers as an advantage�
another reason is the fact that the terminological reasoner can treat all kinds of occur�
ring knowledge� ontological as well as concrete document knowledge together with the
domain knowledge in a single inference�
Our formalism also provides comfortable means for object�centered knowledge repre�
sentation with a simple� intuitive semantics� We will develop reasoning methods based
on inferences for standard �rst�order semantics� similar as it is done in the Frame�Logic
approach� We have to deal with incomplete information as well as with local scopes
of statements �the statement a document gives is an assertion true within the local
context of this document� as proposed by �R�olleke and Fuhr ���
���
On the other hand� there have been several proposals for extending description logics
for document modeling�

� Lambrix � Padgham �Lambrix and Padgham ����� Lambrix and Padgham ���
�
Lambrix and Padgham ����� introduced an extension for handling part�of rela�
tions and order of parts for dealing with document logic�

� Lambrix et al� �Lambrix et al� ����� Wahll�of ���
� showed how default reasoning
at assert time and at query time can ease dealing with incomplete document
descriptions and improve precision of answers�

� Several authors �Sebastiani ����� Meghini and Straccia ���
� combined termino�
logical with probabilistic and relevance logic� respectively� in order to re�ect the
uncertain nature of indexing and retrieval processes�

These numerous extensions indicate that there are at least some limitations concerning
the appropriateness of description logics for document modelling� Within the Condorcet
project at Twente University there were also principal doubts that current description
logic systems could meet the performance requirements raising from real�world intelli�
gent IR applications �Speel et al� ����� Speel ������ Although some progress has been
reported recently in the area of building high�performance terminologcial reasoners
�Hendler et al� ���
� Hendler et al� ����a�� these e�orts are oriented towards e�cient
exploitation of standard terminological inferences� and it is not to foresee how these
e�ciency improvements could be transferred to an extended expressiveness as required
by comprehensive document modeling�
Essentially� the same holds true for intelligent IR approaches relying on the logical
data model� Object�centered modeling facilities were proposed as �syntactic sugar�
layers on top of conventional Datalog in order to provide a comfortable means for a
declarative description of the several document modeling dimensions �R�olleke and Fuhr
������ Inheritance and other reasoning services need to be expressed by rules �Hendler
et al� ����b�� Probabilistic extensions were proposed as conservative extensions which
basically preserve the Datalog data and inference structures but extend them by some
mechanisms for dealing with uncertainty which is expressed within the Datalog model
and processed a posteriori after retrieving possibly relevant facts �R�olleke and Fuhr
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������ The modeling approach is essentially the same as with terminological logic �see
�Fuhr ����� for a comparison of both modeling approaches�� Although there were al�
ready encouraging results for sample document bases of non�trivial size �the TREC AP
newswire data containing about 	���� documents� however� modeled without consid�
ering structure�� the quite conventional DDB approach does not make bene�cial use of
ontological structures for query optimization� A more seamlessly integrated approach
combines the structured object model NF� with some notion of uncertainty �Fuhr and
R�olleke ���
�� However� there exist neither advanced reasoning facilities nor an e�cient
implementation of this idea�

Hence� our research aimed at designing a formalism which provides basically the same
representational facilities as pNF� but together with an e�cient implementation on the
basis of the ideas underlying the HySpirit system which relies on ��at� Datalog� To this
end� it is necessary to de�ne a machinery which deeply integrates the object�oriented
�avour into the reasoning process�

In the area of intelligent IR there are mainly conventional DBMSs in use� it is neverthe�
less nearby to examine approaches to deductive object�oriented databases with respect
to their usability for our purpose� Recently� �Neven and van den Bussche ����� pointed
out that structured�document retrieval could be bene�cially supported by means of
deductive object�oriented databases� As �Vila et al� ���
� argued� such an object�
oriented data model would already su�ce to represent several frequent phenomena of
imprecision and uncertainty in data modeling�

However� there is a broad range of possible combinations of relational � deductive
and object�oriented features and it is far from being commonly agreed upon how a
preferable solution should look like� �Fernandes et al� ���	� analyzed a number of
di�erent ways of designing deductive object�oriented databases and concluded that the
most promising approach is what they call the �Stony Brook� approach with Frame�
Logic� or F�Logic� respectively� as the most prominent representative �Kifer et al� ������
Basically� idea and notation of our formalism can be seen in the spirit of F�Logic�
However� F�Logic provides too much expressiveness which is not needed in the document
modeling scenario �e�g�� integrated reasoning over schema and instances� such that
it would make sense to create a special�purpose formalism with exactly the required
expressiveness especially tuned towards e�ciency� Our resulting formalism comes close
to the Rule�Based Object Language �ROL� �Liu ����b� Liu ����a�� a pragmatic but
feasible integration of rules and objects� ROL can also be seen to be inspired by F�
Logic� but downsized to a tractable expressiveness� with the two aims of elegant� deep
paradigm integration and clear� intuitive syntax and semantics�

Knowledge�Based Access and Integration of Internet Information

Recently� there has been a growing number of research e�orts investigating the use of
formal logic and ontology based methods to �nding and integrating Internet informa�
tion sources� Most of these approaches do not extensively discuss questions of complex
document structure� capturing informal content or even document context� but rather
focus on the integration of databases with di�erent schemata �see� e�g�� �Ambite and
Knoblock ����� Kirk et al� ������ Although it is an interesting question how our
KnowMore approach �ts into their conceptual frameworks� these approaches miss some
points important in the organizational memory context� especially at the intersection
of formal and informal knowledge� Some projects� like SHOE at the University of
Maryland �Luke et al� ����� or Ontobroker at the University of Karlsruhe� Germany
�Fensel et al� ������ go one step further� they impose structure on informal documents
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by the addition of semantical tags to HTML documents� The tags are taken from an
ontology structuring the domain of discourse the HTML documents are talking about�
so� the content of these WWW pages can be queried in a similar way as formal knowl�
edge bases� If one would gather all these semantic tags in a condensed description
and represent the original �le content separately� accessible by a link within the de�
scription �le� the functionality were exactly the same as provided by the KnowMore

approach� However� both SHOE and Ontobroker do only care about HTML sources
and do not discuss how to integrate other kinds of information sources� Moreover� at
the implementation level� the systems rely on description logics or the Frame�Logic
approach� respectively� as argued above� we propose a specialized representation and
inference engine which can be optimized to the special needs of information retrieval�
The most important point which will be attacked in KnowMore but is not mentioned
in the other approaches is the representation of uncertain relationships� This is mainly
due to the fact that in the applications these approaches are also aligned to the �hard
facts� hidden in informal information sources in order to formally reason about them for
retrieval� Except for the Untangle project at Vassar College �Welty ����� Welty ���
�
Welty ����� they do not discuss the �topic� problem which leads to the question how to
conjointly process factual knowledge about document meta content or domain model
together with vague content representations expressed over rough classi�cation systems�
However� this problem is still unsolved�
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Chapter �

Constructing an Integrated
Ontology�Thesaurus

��� Motivation

In �K�uhn and Abecker ����� and �Abecker et al� ����a� the conceptualization for
a generic computer�based organizational memory system was presented based on ex�
periences from industrial case studies� Several crucial prerequisites for the practical
realization of such a system were identi�ed and a tentative architecture was suggested�

One of the core requirements for the development of an organizational memory is to
limit the e�ort for up�front knowledge engineering� Expert time is generally scarce and
the costs for manual knowledge acquisition for building a knowledge base of su�cient
size to be useful are for most companies prohibitive� The construction of an organiza�
tional memory has thus to be based on easily available information sources� mostly in
the form of natural language documents�

On the other hand� an organizational memory should provide intelligent assistance to
knowledge�intensive tasks in complex work�processes� which goes beyond the function�
ality of a mere information retrieval system� Therefore� an organizational memory has
to include some formally represented knowledge� Furthermore� an organizational mem�
ory has to be tightly integrated with application software used in the various tasks
as well as with all kinds of useful information sources such as databases or electronic
document repositories�

For structuring� accessing and maintaining large amounts of heterogeneous information�
appropriate meta�level descriptions are needed which specify the structure� content� and
potential usage of the object�level knowledge�

Such meta�descriptions are provided for data in the form of data models� and for
formal knowledge as ontologies �Gruber ������ As pointed out in �Schreiber et al�

���
�� ontologies can be seen as enhanced data models� or data models as simpli�ed
ontologies� They serve to describe both the structure and the contents of databases
or knowledge bases respectively� The construction of an ontology is a rather di�cult
and time�consuming process which may only be alleviated if previously constructed
ontologies exist which may be reused �Schreiber and Birmingham ���
��

In electronic libraries and document management systems� document schemata describe
the structure of documents whereas thesauri provide relevant terms and term�relations
for organizing the collection of documents and accessing their contents� Contrary to
ontologies� domain�speci�c thesauri can be constructed automatically from a given
document corpus �Grefenstette ������
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Ontologies and thesauri have so far been developed and used in di�erent research
communities so that the potential bene�ts of their integration remain largely unex�
plored� A suggestion to apply linguistic text analysis techniques to ontology�building
for knowledge�based applications only has been recently made by Guarino �Guarino
���
�� who also observed that suitable tools and techniques are still missing�

An investigation of tools and techniques for an integration of ontologies and thesauri
is the principal objective of the current paper� For building an organizational memory�
the question to what extent automatic thesaurus generation methods can be exploited
to reduce the costs for up�front knowledge engineering is of particular importance�

The next section gives a brief comparison of ontologies and thesauri� which so far have
been considered mostly in isolation� The subsequent section presents the automatic
thesaurus generation tools TRex� which includes a variety of generation methods de�
scribed in the literature� It is then shown� how this tool can be applied for the conjoint
construction and evolution of an integrated Ontology�Thesaurus and the respective
knowledge base� Finally� some �rst results and conclusions are presented together with
open questions for future investigation�

��� Ontologies and Thesauri

����� Ontologies in knowledge�based systems

Ontologies as explicit speci�cations of the conceptualization underlying a knowledge�
based system were broadly advocated by the ARPA Knowledge Sharing Initia�

tive �Neches et al� ������ and have since become a focus of many research activities�
Explicit ontologies are both a prerequisite for enabling knowledge sharing and reuse�
and may be shared and reused themselves to guide and facilitate the development of
knowledge�based systems �Gruber ������ For this purpose� a language for representing
ontologies was developed as an extension to KIF �Gruber ����� and a basic library of
sharable ontologies was provided� Its use has� however� been more or less limited to
some research initiatives �Schreiber and Birmingham ���
� so that the practical utility
of reusing an ontology is rather doubtful�

In the context of an Organizational Memory� a new domain ontology will have to
be developed for each organizational unit� with little opportunities for reuse� Rather
than being reusable� domain ontologies should be easy to develop and adaptable to
accommodate new knowledge�

In the KADS approach to knowledge engineering �Schreiber et al� ������ several kinds
of ontologies were distinguished depending on the type of ontological commitment they
contain which in turn determines their potential for sharing and reuse� The most impor�
tant distinction is that between domain ontology and representation ontology �Wielinga
et al� ���	�� The former de�nes the terms and schemata which occur in the domain
model� i�e� the representation of the domain knowledge� whereas the latter is a kind of
meta�theory de�ning the terms and structures by which the domain ontology is spec�
i�ed� The construction of a domain ontology obviously has to be repeated for each
domain� whereby the representation ontology may be used as a kind of representation
language or template�

To summarize� KADS advocates a task�oriented� top�down knowledge engineering ap�
proach� which may be well suited for the development of task�speci�c expert systems�
but is hardly applicable in the development of an organizational memory which has to
capture frequently changing knowledge to be reused for several tasks� The approach
of re�using a generic representation ontology to support the development of a domain
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ontology is nevertheless useful� The latter should� however� be built primarily with
bottom�up methods� e�g� text analysis�

In the KACTUS project� the relationship between ontologies� data models� and design
patterns employed in software engineering was explored� and detailed guidelines for
designing domain ontologies were developed �Schreiber et al� ���
� Ostermayer et al�

���
�� Similar to KADS� of which KACTUS is a successor project� di�erent types
of ontological commitments are distinguished� and a tool�set for the development and
translation of ontologies between di�erent representation formalisms �ONTOLINGUA�
CML� and EXPRESS� is provided�

In a recent special issue of the International Journal of Human�Computer Studies on
�Using explicit ontologies in KBS development� �van Heijst et al� ���
a�� a current
review of many theoretical and practical issues concerning ontologies is presented� In
this paper� we will follow in particular the suggestions made by Guarino �Guarino ���
��
who advocated that domain analysis and task analysis should be given equal attention
and that linguistic analysis techniques and thesauri should be employed to support the
construction of domain ontologies�

����� Thesauri and thesaurus generation methods

Thesauri are best known as dictionaries providing synonyms� antonyms and related
terms for commonly used words and expressions� Besides these general linguistic the�
sauri� special purpose thesauri have been used for decades for documentation� catago�
rization and retrieval in libraries� archives and databases� National and international
guidelines for the development of such thesauri have been established �DIN Deutsches
Institut f�ur Normung ������ and numerous computer tools for the manual creation and
management of such thesauri are available �Milstead ������

Thesauri play an important role in solving searchers� vocabulary problem during infor�
mation retrieval� Intelligent information systems such as CODER� I�S� or UMLS �for
an overview see �Chen et al� ������� attempt to capture experts� domain knowledge
for information retrieval in thesaurus�like knowledge bases constructed with traditional
knowledge acquisition methods� These systems assist users articulating their queries
and perform replacement of search terms to increase retrieval precision and recall�

To support the generation of thesauri� several algorithmic methods have been suggested�
which are virtually all based on the statistical co�occurrence of words in texts �Salton
���	� Grefenstette ������ Of the various relations between terms found in a manu�
ally constructed thesaurus �e�g� abstraction and partition hierarchies� de�nitions� and
antonyms�� these techniques can only identify an unspeci�c association or similarity be�
tween terms together with common expressions and word families in which individual
terms occur�

Nevertheless� these knowledge�poor techniques have proved useful in generating the�
sauri for information retrieval in Electronic Community Systems in several biological
and medical research areas �Chen et al� ������ Some results presented by �Grefenstette
����� bear considerable resemblance to hand�built thesauri� even though only lexical
syntactic analysis with no domain�knowledge and minimal morphological analysis is
employed�

Latent semantic indexing 
LSI� has been suggested as a completely automatic method
to determine synonymy between terms which need not co�occur in the same docu�
ments �Derweester et al� ������ It is based on a singular�value decomposition of the
term�document matrix� from which only a limited number of orthogonal dimensions
�typically ��� to ��� from several thousands� are retained� Whereas the authors claim
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that LSI has outperformed standard vector methods and other variants in almost every
case �Dumais ������ independent evaluations have shown no improvements in retrieval
precision and recall for other document corpora� Whether LSI can be pro�tably applied
to identify synonyms and related terms in automatic thesaurus generation remains an
open question�
The NSF�project �Building a Concept Space for an Electronic Community System�
at the University of Arizona employs a three step procedure for automatic thesaurus
generation consisting of object �ltering� automatic indexing� and cluster analysis �Chen
et al� ������ In the �rst step� domain�speci�c knowledge is supplied in the form of
domain�speci�c keywords which are used to identify important concepts in documents�
They also observe that such a list of keywords can usually be obtained easily from
available sources� In our approach� we will build on this approach and will further
investigate how algorithmic thesaurus generation methods may be enhanced by supplying

domain knowledge not merely in form of a keyword list� but as an initial domain ontology
providing concept de�nitions together with abstraction and part�of hierarchies�

����� A Brief Comparison of Ontologies and Thesauri

Ontologies and thesauri have many interesting commonalities and di�erences which
should be examined before a suggestion for an integration is made�

Common features of ontologies and thesauri

� both include formal relations between concepts such as abstraction hierarchies�
partonomies� and de�nitions�

� both are designed to convey the intended meaning of concepts to humans not just
for usage by computers�

� both are used to facilitate retrieval of needed information from large amounts of
available information�

� both are essential for translating between di�erent conceptualizations and lan�
guages�

Di�erences between ontologies and thesauri

� ontologies are usually developed a priori� i�e� they specify assumptions and com�
mitments to which domain theories must comply� whereas thesauri are developed
a posteriori by analyzing how language terms are being used in a domain�

� ontologies include concept de�nitions and integrity constraints� whereas thesauri
focus on explicating the relation between concepts and natural language terms
�e�g� homonyms� synonyms� abbreviations��

� thesauri emphasize unspeci�c association relations between concepts �enumera�
tion of related or similar concepts�� which are usually not found in ontologies�

� relations between concepts in a thesaurus may be weighted and context�dependent
�e�g� �program abortion� may be associated with �program failure� by ��� in
client reports but only by ��� in troubleshooting guidelines provided by software
developers��

� ontologies have to be constructed manually� whereas some useful methods for
�semi��automatic thesaurus generation exist�
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����� Sketch of an Integrated Ontology	Thesaurus

As this comparison of ontologies and thesauri shows� their integration o�ers multiple
advantages for the conjoint management of formal and informal knowledge in an Or�
ganizational Memory and for limiting the e�orts to be invested in up�front knowledge
engineering�

An integrated Ontology�Thesaurus � which combines the advantages of ontologies and
thesauri� should have the following three characteristics�

�� it includes both formally de�ned concepts as well as natural language terms�

	� it includes both formal relations with a well de�ned semantics as well as unspeci�c�
weighted associations�

�� it is developed and evolved in parallel with the knowledge base and the docu�
ment collection included in the Organizational Memory� pro�ting from automatic
thesaurus generation methods�

Such an integrated Ontology�Thesaurus can be represented with a knowledge descrip�
tion formalism� as suggested in �Sintek and Abecker ������ The construction and evo�
lution of the Ontology�Thesaurus will be described in the subsequent sections of this
paper�
In the Organizational Memory� the integrated Ontology�Thesaurus will support knowl�
edge acquisition� knowledge utilization and user interaction� The following uses are of
particular importance�

� performing query expansion for document and database retrieval�

� supporting the categorization and description of new knowledge items by helping
to automatically �ll the schemata as described in the previous section�

� helping the users to formulate queries and entering new knowledge to the Orga�
nizational Memory�

� explaining to users why a particular piece of information was provided in partic�
ular task context�

� supporting the collection and interpretation of relevance feedback from users in
order to improve the quality of information which is supplied to the users by the
Organisational Memory�

��� The Automatic Thesaurus Generation Tool TRex

TRex is a �exible tool for automatic thesaurus generation which includes a variety of
state�of�the�art methods� TRex has been originally developed to generate a German
thesaurus for helpdesk support in a large software company� and is now being enhanced
to support the construction and evolution of an integrated Ontology�Thesaurus for
organizational memories� TRex has been implemented in C##� and on a standard PC
with su�cient memory it can handle tens of thousands of input documents� generating
a thesaurus with tens of thousands of terms�

Besides e�ciency� the design requirements for TRex included support for incremen�
tal thesaurus updates and a high degree of �exibility so that di�erent combinations
of methods can be tested with various parameters� Furthermore� TRex can exploit
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additional knowledge about the structure of documents� speci�ed relations between
documents �e�g� customer queries and associated solution notes�� and lists of trivial or
particularly important words occurring in documents�
An overview of the Trex system is given in Figure ���� The documents to be processed
are �rst parsed according to the supplied document schemata� and irrelevant text sec�
tions are eliminated� Terms are then generated from selected text segments based on
a morphological analysis� an elimination of stopwords and supplied lists of important
terms� which are preferentially treated� The generated terms are then stored in a
term�context matrix which keeps track how often each term occurred in a particular
context� Based on the co�occurrence of terms in the various contexts� term similarities
are computed which are stored in a similarity thesaurus�
All these processing steps may be controlled by numerous parameters� The inputs�
major processing steps and the obtained results will now be described in more detail�

Figure ���� Overview of the thesaurus generation tool TRex

����� Input documents and related information

TRex has been designed to handle ordinary documents written by customers and em�
ployees of a company in order to record and exchange information� Such documents
are far less homogeneous and of poorer quality than documents usually employed for
automatic thesaurus generation� e�g� scienti�c journal articles� encyclopedias� or works
from literature� The comparatively poor quality of ordinary documents such as business
letters� e�mails or product documentations manifests itself not only in an abundance of
typos� idiosyncratic abbreviations� arbitrary punctuation and grammatically incorrect
sentences� but most importantly in a mixture of important and unimportant informa�
tion which makes the statistical extraction of relevant term relations very di�cult�
In order to deal with this problem� TRex allows the user to specify additional informa�
tion about the sets of documents to be processed� In particular� the following kinds of
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information may be speci�ed�

�� Document slots indicated by tags� If the documents have a �xed structure con�
sisting of a number of slots separated by tags �e�g� title� abstract� keywords and
normal text�� this structure may be speci�ed so that text occurring in individual
slots may be ignored for thesaurus generation or given a higher weight�

	� Document�speci�c stopwords� If the documents are known to include frequently
occurring words or strings which are not related to the contents� these words may
be speci�ed so that they can be ignored in the subsequent thesaurus generation�
This is also useful for conveniently removing formatting tags from documents
�e�g� html or Tex� without preprocessing�

�� Strings indicating irrelevant text 
non�text�� If documents contain a mixture of
relevant and irrelevant text passages� the user may specify strings which indicate
the presence of an irrelevant text passage� together with the action to be taken�
when such a string is encountered� The possible actions include�

�a� ignore the current line� section� or document slot�

�b� ignore the rest of the current line� section� or document slot�

�c� ignore the preceding text in the current line� section� or document slot�

By specifying appropriate strings and actions� frequently but inconsistently occur�
ring text passages such as company headers� copyright remarks� or interspersed
programming code may be removed in a convenient way�

����� Lists of important terms

When constructing a thesaurus from a document collection� a domain speci�c list of
important terms which should be included in the thesaurus is often known in advance�
TRex allows the speci�cation of several important term lists� so that di�erent kinds of
important terms �e�g� products� person names� technical terms occurring in product
descriptions� error codes� may be grouped together�

For each term�list the user may furthermore specify a weighting factor together with
processing directives �e�g� product names are to be included both as single�words terms
and as phrases with subsequent unknown words�� More details will be given in section
������

It should be noted here that the individual members in each list of terms may be
considered to be instances of some class �e�g� �product� or �person��� Obviously� such a
term�list could also be used to specify the subclasses or the components �partonomy�
of some concept� This indicates� how an initial ontology may be exploited for thesaurus
generation� even though TRex does currently not allow to specify hierarchical term�
relations� This topic will be discussed further in section ����

����� Generation parameters

TRex allows the speci�cation of numerous parameters which a�ect the individual pro�
cessing steps from document parsing to similarity computation� TRex can thus be
easily tuned to particular kinds of input documents� as well as to kinds of desired
results� The e�ects of some of these processing parameters will be discussed in the
following sections�
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Default values are provided for most parameters� They will usually yield a good result�
which can be further optimized by parameter tuning� Since thesaurus generation in
TRex is performed in a sequence of processing steps� the user may inspect the result
of each step and opt to repeat it with a di�erent set of parameters in order to check
whether more satisfactory results can be obtained�

����� Document parsing

Documents are parsed in a sequence of three steps� when a �xed document structure
has been speci�ed� otherwise only the last two of the following steps are performed�

�� Document slots When document slots indicated by tag�words have been spec�
i�ed� theses slots are �lled with the corresponding text when reading the doc�
uments� When a speci�ed slot�tag is not found� the processing of the current
document is aborted and an error message is printed� Each slot of a correctly
read document is then parsed further in the subsequent steps� When no docu�
ment structure was speci�ed� the document is considered to contain just one slot
to which the entire text is assigned�

	� Document sections The lines of text read into individual document slots
are grouped into document sections� based on empty lines� indented lines� and
di�erences in line length of subsequent lines� The employed procedure is just a
simpli�ed version of more elaborate text structure recognition approaches used
in document analysis�

Line boundaries� and hyphens occurring at the end of lines are then removed so
that each document section consists of a single string of characters�

Each section is then scanned for strings indicating irrelevant text� and appropriate
actions are taken� as described in section ������

�� Word tokens The character string for each text�section is scanned character
by character and cut into word tokens based on processing parameters indicat�
ing which characters may occur within a word and which characters are word
delimiters�

Digits as well as characters preceding and following digits are given special treat�
ment so that numbers and combinations of numbers with letters and special char�
acters� which often occur in product descriptions or technical documents� will be
parsed correctly�

Punctuation characters are used to delimit sentences and clauses� and are then
removed together with other special characters�

A normalization with respect to umlauts and upper�lower�case is performed� and
the presence of such characters is indicated by �ags stored with the respective
word�token�

The result of this processing step is a sequence of normalized word�tokens annotated
by �ags� These �ags indicate which normalizations were performed and whether the
token occurred at the end of a clause� sentence or section� Preserving this information
is important in order to enable a disambiguation in subsequent processing steps� On
the other hand� a normalization of word tokens is performed at this early stage in order
to enhance the e�ciency of the next step�
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����
 Term generation

Each word token is subjected to a morphological analysis which� if successful� yields
the word stem� the grammatical word category �e�g� noun� verb� adjective� and the
word components� Often enough� the word�token is classi�ed as unknown� or the word
category is ambiguous� In the latter case� a disambiguation is attempted based on the
original spelling �ags and the word types of neighbouring words �e�g� if something
might be a noun or an adjective and is preceded by an article and begins with an
uppercase� assume it is a noun��

Each word�token and word�stem is then looked up in the list of stopwords� and the
various lists of important words� Occurrence in each of these lists is tagged by setting
respective �ags�

The term�selection and phrase�generation is performed according to rules which may be
speci�ed by the user� In the current implementation of TRex there are four methods
which determine� whether a word�token should be included as a single�word term�
whether it should be used as the starting point for a phrase� whether it may continue a
phrase� whether it should be ignored within a phrase� The latter category was included
so that di�erent combinations of words can be mapped onto the same phrase�

Phrase generation is also limited by end�of�clause marks and by a maximum�phrase�
length parameter� The latter had to be included due to the poor quality of the input
texts� some document sections contained almost no punctuation marks so that appro�
priate clause boundaries could not be determined�

Whereas in the current implementation of TRex� term�selection and phrase�generation
rules can only be speci�ed by modifying the respective program code� one could also
provide the user a list of options� which may be selected or deselected on a graphical
interface�

One important question is� whether to use liberal or restrictive term�selection and
phrase generation rules� Too restrictive rules may discard important information�
whereas too liberal rules may generate more terms than can be handled� We cur�
rently opt for a liberal approach� keeping as many terms and phrases as possible and
eliminating some of them later if we run out of space during the construction of the
term�context matrix�

To summarize� the result of this processing step is a sequence of terms� which may
be either single�word terms or phrases� Each term carries quite a lot of additional
information� which has been accumulated in the processing steps� This information
comprises the spelling prior to normalization� the word�token prior to stem reduction�
information about grammatical categories and word components obtained from the
morphology� information about occurrence in the list of stopwords� and in the lists of
important words�

An example for the processing results obtained up to this step is given in �gure ��	�
As can be seen� a considerable condensation of information has been performed� by
reducing an entire document to just two terms�

����� Construction of the term�context matrix

The generated terms are added to the term�context matrix which records how often
each term occurred in each context� Possible contexts which have been suggested for
automatic thesaurus generation are�

�� the entire document �in this most common case the term�context matrix is a
term�document matrix��
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Ladies and gentlemen,

whenever I try to print something 
the error 4711 occurs. What ca I do? 
I need help urgently.

Best regards, 
John M., Tel. 47-4711

Term: print
- noun, verb, ambig
- beginLow

Term: error+4711
- phrase, errorSpec
- beginLow, beginDigit

Figure ��	� Terms generated from an input document

	� individual document sections�

�� a moving text window of size n surrounding each term�

�� categories determined by lexical�syntactic analysis �Grefenstette ������

TRex currently o�ers the options one and three� Option two could be easily added if
needed� whereas option � would require a deeper linguistic analysis of the documents�
In particular� a proper identi�cation of subject� predicate and object of individual
sentences would be needed� This may prove to be even more di�cult in German
than in English� and almost impossible or at least practically useless for poor quality
documents�

The decision on whether to use a document context or a text�window context should
be based on the contents and the number of documents to be processed as well as on
e�ciency considerations� When only a small number of large documents with vari�
able but continuously evolving contents are available �e�g� the bible or a novel� the
text�window approach will extract more valuable information� For a large number of
small� homogeneous documents �e�g� customer queries collected in a database� using a
document�context is more appropriate�

Even though term�context matrices are very sparse� they require a lot of computer
memory� in particular in combination with a liberal term�generator� In order to over�
come these problems� TRex o�ers the option to remove rare terms at regular intervals�
For instance� one may specify that after processing n documents �or after adding n
terms�� all terms or phrases which have so far occurred only k times should be re�
moved� Since term frequencies are exponentially distributed an about half of all terms
occur only once� even a small k leads to a considerable reduction�

TRex also allows to build several term�context matrices in parallel �e�g� one from each
document slot�� as well as to store� load� and join individual term�context matrices�
This is not only very useful for overcoming memory limitations� but also for performing
thesaurus updates and for computing mappings between terms from di�erent matrices�
as will be explained in later sections�

����� Computation of term similarities

In automatic thesaurus generation� two terms are assumed to be similar if they fre�
quently co�occur in the same contexts� For computing a similarity value� di�erent kinds
of term contexts� weighting schemes� and similarity measures have been suggested in
the literature �Salton ����� Grefenstette ������
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TRex allows an arbitrary combination of contexts� weighting schemes� and similarity
measures� even though not all combinations make sense or provide useful results for
information retrieval� It is an open question� however� to what extent a particular
combination might yield a speci�c kind of similarity information which might be useful
for constructing or extending an ontology �see ��
��

Term contexts

Besides �document�� �section�� and �text�window� contexts which have to be consid�
ered already when building a term�context matrix� one may also compute new contexts
from a given term�context matrix�

One method� which has become known as Latent Semantic Analysis �Derweester et

al� ������ reduces the dimension �and the number of contexts� of the term�context
matrix by computing a small number of new orthogonal dimensions� which account
for a maximum of the observed variability in the original term�context matrix� The
mathematical technique used to compute these dimensions is called Singular value

decomposition� and is nowadays feasible even for large term�context matrices �Berry
et al� ���
�� Several arguments can be given for the theoretical justi�cation of this
method�

�� It is reasonable to assume that the observed frequencies in the term�context ma�
trix are caused both by true term associations and more or less random term
occurrences� By reducing the number of dimensions while retaining a maxi�
mum of the observed variability� the random error is reduced and the true term�
associations become more prominent�

	� Orthogonal dimensions provide a clear justi�cation for computing term�
similarities�

�� By reducing the number of dimensions over the whole pattern of observed term�
frequencies� even indirect term co�occurrences are taken into account� e�g� if term
a and term b never occur together� but both frequently co�occur with a third
term c�

TRex o�ers the option to perform a latent semantic analysis of any term�context matrix
�based on �document�� �section�� and �text window�contexts�� in combination with
di�erent weighting schemes� Term similarities may then be computed from the reduced
�term�abstract dimensions matrix��

Weighting schemes

As previously mentioned� the term�context matrix records� how often each term oc�
curred in each context� This observed term frequency 
TF� can be used directly for
subsequent analyses�

One may question� however� whether the absolute term frequency really is a good
indicator� For instance� when a document is about topic A� an associated term might
occur only once or be mentioned a large number of times� without a�ecting the degree
to which the document deals with topic A� Therefore� a binary weight 
B� may be
preferable� which only indicates whether a term did or did not occur in a context�

In document retrieval� it has also been suggested to assign a higher weight to terms
occurring rarely in the corpus� The so�called inverse document frequency 
IDF� has
been de�ned as the logarithm of the total number of documents minus the logarithm of
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the number of documents with term t plus one �Salton ������ The product of the term
frequency �TF� and IDF is one of the the most frequently applied weighting schemes in
document retrieval� and it is also available in TRex� labeled as TF$ICF �ICF " inverse
context frequency�� since other contexts may be used besides documents ��
Obviously� the weighting schemes B and TF$ICF can be easily computed from TF�
TREX thus uses TF when constructing the term�context matrix and converts it to B
or TF$ICF later� if requested by the user� Thus the e�ect of di�erent weighting schemes
may be easily tested in combination with di�erent similarity measures�

Similarity measures

For computing the document similarity in document retrieval� the following three mea�
sures are most widely used �Salton ������

�� the scalar product of two document vectors�

	� the cosine between two document vectors� which is simply the scalar product
divided by the vector lengths�

�� the Jaccard score which in the case of a binary weighting scheme is simply the
intersection divided by the union�

These three similarity measures can also be applied to assess the similarity of term�
vectors across contexts� For instance� with the Jaccard score and a binary weighting
scheme two terms would be judged the more similar� the more often they occur together
and the less often only one of the two occurs in a context�
Besides the above�mentioned similarity measures from document retrieval� special sim�
ilarity measures have been suggested for thesaurus generation� together with their own
weighting schemes� TRex includes two of these measures besides the three standard
measures from document retrieval�

�� the log�entropy score suggested by Viegener �Viegener ����� is a Jaccard score
in combination with a local weight based on the logarithm of TF and global
weights based on the entropy of the context�

	� the cluster�weight score was suggested by the working group on electronic
community systems at the University of Arizona �Chen et al� ������ Contrary
to all other similarity scores� it is asymmetric� i�e� the similarity between term a
and term b is not necessarily equal to the similarity between term b and term a�

���� Similarity thesaurus

The output produced by TRex is a set of terms �single words or phrases� extracted
from the documents together with similarity relations between these terms computed by
di�erent methods� For each term and each similarity measure selected by the user� the
N most similar terms are computed and stored in the thesaurus� As already mentioned�
each term is annotated by various kinds of information which were accumulated in the
thesaurus generation process�

�It may be questioned whether TF�ICF which has proved useful in document retrieval where similar�
ities between documents are assessed� should also be applied in thesaurus generation where similarities
between terms are sought� One might even suggest to apply instead an analogous TF�ITF weight�
where ITF is dened as the logarithm of the total number of terms minus the logarithm of the number
of terms in document d� Thereby the occurrence of a term in a shorter document would be given a
higher weight than its occurrence in a document with many terms�
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Furthermore� additional information such as other terms containing the term as a
substring or phrases containing the term can be easily computed from the term�context
matrices�

An example of the amount of information for each term contained in the similarity
thesaurus is given in table �� The shown information is to be read as follows� The
term �restore� occurred ��� times in the corpus� in �� di�erent contexts �documents��
It occurred both with an uppercase and with a lowercase as �rst character and belongs
to the word types noun� verb� and composite noun� It also occurred in the speci�ed
lists of important words� One time it occurred in the form �restores�� The term �restore�
is a substring of the term �brrestore�� and a component of the phrases �restore db� and
�restore recovery� which are also part of the thesaurus�

The lower half of the table shows the most similar terms to �restore�� computed by eight
di�erent methods� �JB� is the Jaccard score based on a binary weighting scheme� �CB�
the respective cosine� �JF� and �CF� are the Jaccard and cosine scores for raw term
frequencies � whereas �JI� and �CI� are based on TF$IDF weights� The last two columns
labeled �LE� and �CW� are the log�entropy and cluster�weight scores mentioned in the
previous section�
The numbers indicate the rank�order of similarity scores computed according to the
various methods� Only the �� most similar terms were computed for each method and
rank�orders higher than �� are indicated by a dot� The numbers indicated to the right
of the similar terms� show the frequency �F"� and the number of contexts �C"� for
these terms�

Term� ��restore��

Frequency� ���

Contexts� ��

Flags� BEGINUPPER� BEGINLOWER� NOUN� VERB� COMPNOUN� IMPORTANT

Forms� ��� �restore�� � �restores�

Components� �re� �store�

Substring of� �brrestore�

Phrases� �restore db�� �restore recovery�

Similar terms �rank��

JB CB JF CF JI CI LE CW

� � � � � � � � �restore� F	���� C	��

� � � � �  � � �recovery� F	���� C	�

� � � �  � �  �restore recovery� F	�� C	�

 � � � � �  � �brrestore� F	��� C	��

� �  � � � � � �d���� F	�� C	��

� �  � � � � � �recover�� F	�� C	��

� � � � �� � � � �restore db�� F	�� C	�

�� � � � � � � � �psapclu� F	�� C	�

� � � � � � �� � �sapdba� F	�� C	���

� � � � � �� � � �adsm�� F	��� C	��

� � � � � � � � �cold�� F	�� C	�

� � � � � � � � �oninit� F	��� C	�

� � � � � � � � �tape� F	���� C	�

� � � � � � � � �log�file� F	��� C	��

Table �� Information about the term �restore� provided by the similarity thesaurus�

As can be seen from the example� most of the listed similar terms can be readily rec�
ognized as related to the target term by an average computer�literate human� �restore�
and �recovery� are pretty much synonyms� data are usually restored from �tape�� etc�
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The terms such as �brrestore�� �psapclu�� and �sapdba� are technical terms� for which
more expertise is required to judge their actual relation with the term �restore��

The example also shows that the di�erent similarity computation methods agree pretty
well as to what the most similar terms are� even though there are some striking di�er�
ences� Whereas all methods basically agree about the three most similar terms� �JF�
and �JI� consider the term �d��� to be rather similar� which is far o� according to the
other methods�

Experiments have shown that the face validity of the above results can be improved� if
more than the �� most similar terms are computed for each method� which e�ectively
�pushes down� terms which are seen as similar only by some methods� Judging term�
similarity by the average rank from a combination of various methods� also seems to
outperform any single method� The amount of consensus between the di�erent methods
can be used as an indicator of the validity of the found term associations� For the last
issues� however� a more thorough evaluation is needed�

��	 Constructing and Evolving and Integrated Ontol�
ogy�Thesaurus

As shown in the last section� the thesaurus generator TRex is a versatile tool for
extracting many interesting relations between terms occurring in a document corpus�
By just looking at the most frequent nontrivial terms� TRex can also quickly identify
the major topics which are talked about in the given documents�

A major limitation of TRex is that the identi�ed term relations can only be interpreted
as �has�probably�something�to�do�with� relations� This may be good enough for manual
or automatic query expansion in information retrieval� where TRex showed some im�
pressive results� but such a similarity�thesaurus is far away from a hand�built thesaurus
let alone an ontology� where semantic relations are required�

Since for the time being we see no promising way of improving TRex so that it can
identify semantic relations� the semantic classi�cation of the similarity relations ob�
tained from TRex is performed manually� Even so� a considerable amount of time and
work can be saved as compared to a purely manual ontology construction in which
interviews with domain experts are conducted and documents are scanned by hand�

The example given in the preceding section also shows that many similarity relations
identi�ed by TRex contain information which should be put into the knowledge�base
rather than into the ontology� For instance� the relation between �restore� and �tape� is
due to the fact that �A restore of data is frequently done from tape�� Such a piece of
knowledge would normally be stored in the knowledge base rather than in the ontology
��

����� Generic procedure

A general schema of how TRex can be applied for constructing and updating an inte�
grated ontology�thesaurus together with a knowledge base is shown in �gure ����

When starting to build an organizational memory� the knowledge engineer will collect
relevant documents about the application domain and will construct an initial ontology
containing some important terms and their relations� The terms from this ontology

�One might� however� represent in the ontology that �tape� is one possible source �together with
�hard�disk�� �CD�ROM�� or a mirror site� for performing a restore of data�
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Figure ���� Using TRex for constructing and updating an integrated Ontol�
ogy�Thesaurus

together with the documents can then be fed into TRex which produces a similarity
thesaurus�

The knowledge engineer may then inspect the similarity thesaurus focusing on the
terms from the initial ontology and the most frequent nontrivial terms of the document
collection identi�ed by TRex� For each similarity relation identi�ed by TRex one of
the following actions can be taken�

�� It is ignored� since it re�ects a semantic relation already explicitly or implicitly
known in the ontology�

	� It is classi�ed semantically and added to the ontology�

�� It is formalized and added to the knowledge base�

�� It is attached to a concept in the ontology�thesaurus as a weighted �has�to�do�
with� relation which is not speci�ed further�

�� It is used to update the weight of an already known �has�to�do�with� relation�


� It is considered to be spurious and ignored�

Obviously� actions � and � can be easily automated� if for determining implicitly known
relations only a limited number of deduction steps are performed� Action 
 can at least
be partially automated by remembering rejected term�associations so that they will not
be reproduced in future runs of TRex�

Of course� such a manual inspection and classi�cation can only be performed for a
limited number of similarity�relations� Interesting terms will be chosen by the knowl�
edge engineer based on the current ontology� observed term frequencies� and weights of
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the newly found term�similarities� This could be supported by an interactive tool to
which the knowledge engineers speci�es parameter thresholds� and which then suggests
appropriate term�associations for a semantic classi�cation�

For the rest of the associations in the similarity thesaurus� the knowledge engineer may
then decide either to ignore them� or to add them automatically to the current ontol�
ogy�thesaurus as weighted �has�to�do�with� relations which are not speci�ed further�

Figure ��� also indicates that the knowledge engineer may repeat the generation of the
similarity thesaurus with di�erent parameters� if the results obtained in the previous
run are deemed unsatisfactory� The described procedure can also be repeated with
new documents so that an integrated Ontology�Thesaurus can be built and updated
incrementally�

����� Example

Figure ��� gives an example of how information about a target term t in an integrated
Ontology�Thesaurus is updated from a similarity thesaurus� which was automatically
generated by TRex�

The left box in the �gure lists the similar terms to t together with the similarity weights
determined by TRex from a set of documents� The right box indicates� how the newly
found similarity relations can be explained with known relations for term t in the
Ontology�Thesaurus �

If it is already known that �t isa a�� the similarity of ��
� between t and a found by
TRex is accounted for� and no further action need to be taken� Similarly� the found
similarity of ���� between t and b can be explained by the ontology� since T has a part
p which itself has a part b�

newly found
similar terms 
for target term t

explanation by 
known relations for t
from the ontology/thesaurus

t  0.65  a
t  0.47  b
t  0.33  c
t  0.31  d
t  0.26  e
t  0.19  f
t  0.17  g
t  0.16  h

t isa a
t haspart p,  p haspart b
t antonym c
t 0.25 d
?
t isa u, f isa u
t haspart v, v synonym g
?

performed updates

t 0.28 d,      suggest d
t 0.26 e,      suggest e
t 0.10 h

Figure ���� Updating information about a target term t in an integrated Ontol�
ogy�Thesaurus

As �gure ��� shows� only the found similarity between t and e and between t and h
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cannot be accounted for by the current Ontology�Thesaurus � Furthermore� there is a
discrepancy in the weight for the unspeci�ed �has�to�do�with� relation between t and d�

The suggested updates for the given example are shown in the bottom box of the
�gure� the weight for the association between t and d is updated� and since it exceeds
a given threshold �e�g� ��	�� it is suggested to the knowledge engineer for a semantic
classi�cation� The same would be the case for the newly found similarity between t and
e� Since the found similarity between t and h is below this threshold� it is either ignored
or added automatically to the Ontology�Thesaurus as an unspeci�c �has�to�do�with�
relation�

��
 First results from a practical experiment

In order to assess the practicality of the suggested procedure for constructing an inte�
grated Ontology�Thesaurus� an experiment was performed within the knowledge man�
agement group of the DFKI Kaiserslautern�

We started to build an organizational memory� which should contain various kinds of
information about the group� in particular the competencies and interests of individual
members� The resulting OM is to be used primarily for determining whom to ask
about a particular topic but other uses should not be precluded� In particular� the OM
should also provide information about current and previous projects and the various
topics which were investigated by the knowledge management group�

��
�� Procedure

In the �rst step� a rudimentary ontology was built by asking individual members what
competencies they considered important�

In parallel� group members were asked to name electronically available documents which
might contain relevant information about their competencies� This collection of docu�
ments was enhanced by scanning publication lists and homepages of group members�
which were easily accessible from the group�s intranet� The so obtained document col�
lection included among others� interest pro�les which had been compiled for an internal
workshop� short project descriptions available on the intranet� regular project reports�
project proposals sent to customers� diploma theses written by students� etc�

A collection of 
� documents comprising ��� MB of ASCII text could thus be composed
without much e�ort� The document collection was restricted to German texts� since
TRex currently only has a German morphology� Only minimal preprocessing was done
to the documents� which was basically restricted to removing LaTex and HTML�tags�

These documents were then fed into TRex together with a list of important terms
extracted from the ontology� supplemented by lists of project names and person names�

��
�� Results

Whereas the results obtained from a �rst run of TRex �in which the same parameters
were used as in the helpdesk application� were rather discouraging� they could be
considerably improved by adjusting various generation parameters and by supplying
more complete lists of stopwords and of important terms�

Due to the small number and the heterogeneity of documents� using document contexts
for building the term�context matrix proved grossly inadequate� Text windows yielded
much superior results� with a rather large window size of about ������ neigbouring
terms being optimal� This can be explained by the fact that more contexts simply
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provide more data for estimating term similarities� which is particularly important
when due to a small text corpus also rarely occurring terms have to be retained��

The poor quality of the �rst results was most conspicuous by the large number of
trivial terms and phrases which appeared among the computed term associations� A
domain�speci�c list of stopwords� which included a few dozen frequent but content�
neutral terms such as �paper�� �section�� �report�� �example�� �year�� etc� was manually
compiled with little e�ort��

A few adjustments to the term generator were made so that all strings containing
numbers� which had been rather important in the original helpdesk application� were
excluded� After re�running Trex� which only took about �� minutes� the observed
improvements were quite dramatical� This clearly demonstrates the importance of ad�
justing generation parameters and of providing appropriate domain�speci�c information
together with a collection of documents�

An example of the information which was extracted for the term �Un�
ternehmensged�achtnis� �in English �corporate memory�� is shown in table 	� which is to
be read in the same way as table �� given in section ������ Since a text window of size
��� was used� given term frequencies� which are frequencies of terms in contexts� are
to be divided by a factor of about 	�� to obtain true term frequencies��

Term��unternehmensgedaechtnis�

Flags� BEGINUPPER MORELOWER HASUMLAUT NOUN COMPNOUN TECHTERM

Words� �unternehmensgedaechtnisses� �unternehmensgedaechtnis�

Components� ��	 �unternehmens� ��	 �gedaechtnis�

Frequency� 	
�� Contetxs� �� IDF� ����
�� Vectorlength� 	���
�

JS CS JF CF JI CI LE CW

	 	 	 	 	 � 	 	 �unternehmensgedaechtnis� F�	
�� C���

	� 	� 	�  	
 � 		 � �wissen�unternehmen� F�	

	 C���


� � � � � � � � �informationsueberflutung� F�	��� C����

� � � � � �  � �wissensverarbeitung� F����� C�		��

� 	 � � � � � 	 �mitarbeiter� F�	�	� C��	��

� � � � � 	� � � �informationstechnische� F���� C���

� � 	� � � � � 	� �arbeitsablauf� F�	
�� C���


� 	� �� 	� � � � � �arbeitsprozess� F�		�	 C�
��

� � � � � � � � �ug� F����	 C����

� � � 	� � � � � �wissen� F�	����	 C��	�


� � � � � � � � �unternehmen� F��	��
 C�����

� 	� � � � � � � �wissensmanagement� F�	�
�� C�	
��


 
 � � � � 	� 	� �aktualisierung� F���		 C���

� � � � � 		 � 	
 �informationstechnologische�infrastruktur� F�	��
 C����

	
 	� � 		 � � � � �wissensstrukturierung� F��� C����

		  � � � � �� � �geschaeftsprozess� F����� C�	���

� � 	� 	� � 	� � � �unternehmensweit� F��	� C��
�

	 � � � � 	 � � �information�wissen�unternehmen� F�	��
 C���

Table 	� Term associations obtained for �Unternehmensged�achtnis� from a small number
of documents using as text window of width ����

�In this experiment� all terms occurring at least twice were retained� whereas in the original helpdesk
application where thousands of documents were available a minimal term frequency of 	� was used�

�Using observed term frequencies to construct a domain specic stopword list automatically� would
als have excluded many frequent but interesting terms� which we wanted to include in the Ontol�
ogy�Thesaurus�

�With a text window of 	��� the maximum number of contexts for one occurrence of a term is ��	�
This number can� however� not be fully exhausted� if the entire document contains less than ��	 valid
context terms� which was the case for some short documents�
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It is interesting to note that the abbreviation �ug� of the target term� which constitutes
a kind of synonym� is indeed found at the �th place in the list of similar terms�

It is not surprising that the quality of term associations obtained from a small num�
ber of documents which were selected based on availability cannot match that from a
large number of homogeneous documents� as was the case in the helpdesk application�
Nevertheless� this experiment highlights that many interesting term relations can be
extracted automatically even from a small number of hastily collected documents�

The quality of the obtained term associations also di�ers greatly for di�erent types of
target terms� Whereas for project names and for speci�c technical terms the quality
of found terms associations is often surprisingly good� the same is not true for rather
general terms and in particular for person names� where mostly trivial associations are
provided� This is due to fact that speci�c terms and project names occur only in a
limited number of thematically related contexts� whereas person names and general
terms occur in a variety of contexts which share mostly trivial terms�

Even though the automatically constructed similarity thesaurus thus cannot be used
directly for obtaining information about the competencies of a person� additional �lters
which exploit information from the ontology might help to overcome this problem� Such
�lters are currently being implemented so that queries such as �Which terms of category
c �e�g� competency or person� are most closely related to target term t � can be directly
answered from the similarity thesaurus�

��� Conclusions and open questions

Reducing the costs for up�front knowledge engineering and continuous maintenance
of an organizational memory requires the exploitation of easily available information
sources and the utilization of automatic knowledge acquisition tools� Furthermore�
only a limited amount of the information to be managed with the OM can be a�ord�
ably formalized so that an integration of formal and informal knowledge together with
appropriate meta�level descriptions is required�

An integrated Ontology�Thesaurus which contains both formally de�ned concepts and
informal term associations constitutes an important prerequisite for supporting knowl�
edge structuring and retrieval in an OM� Such an Ontology�Thesaurus can be con�
structed and maintained with the help of an automatic thesaurus generation tool� which
extracts relevant terms and similarity relations from a given corpus of documents�

Since currently only similarity relations can be extracted automatically� a manual se�
mantic classi�cation of identi�ed similarity relations is required for constructing an
Ontology�Thesaurus� The goal of reducing the cost for up�front knowledge engineering
can thus only be achieved partially� since domain experts and knowledge engineers still
have to be consulted�

The proposed approach for constructing an integrated Ontology�Thesaurus with the
help of the thesaurus generation tool TRex is nevertheless very useful� since a large
number of interesting terms and relations can be automatically extracted from ordinary
documents which are routinely created in industrial practice� TRex thus taps an easily
available and plentiful information source and discovers similarity relations which can be
exploited both for initial knowledge acquisition and continuous knowledge maintenance�
It remains to be explored� whether TRex is not even more useful for domain�knowledge
acquisition and knowledge discovery in text bases than for ontology construction�

It also remains to be explored� which combinations of term contexts� weighting schemes
and similarity measures yield optimal results� and to what extent the semantic clas�
si�cation of identi�ed term relations can then be supported by automatically applied

��



heuristics� An integration of TRex with other tools for knowledge acquisition from
text� such as KARAT �Tschaitschian et al� ������ might yield additional bene�ts�
A �nal open question concerns the usefulness of the weighted �has�to�do�with� relations
in the integrated Ontology�Thesaurus as compared to the formalized ontological re�
lations� The observed practical bene�ts of having formalized vs� informal knowledge
will ultimately determine how much knowledge engineering e�ort will be invested in
building and updating an organizational memory�
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